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ABSTRACT 

 

         Gas sensors are used extensively in monitoring of the environment. Many volatile 

organic compound gases found in the environment severely impact the health of an 

individual. Volatile organic compounds are also present in food odors (i.e. fruits, coffee, 

poultry) and we believe sensing them using gas sensors may provide an effective indicator of 

food freshness. For these sensors to be used en masse, they need to be affordable, sensitive, 

user-friendly, easy to fabricate, and ecofriendly. Thus the objective is design, fabricate, test 

and validate low-cost optoelectronic sensor arrays for some targeted application in medical 

diagnostics and food quality monitoring. 

        Towards this goal, cellulosic paper is among the most promising substrates, since it is 

inexpensive, flexible, lightweight, portable and biodegradable. Several paper-based gas 

sensor platforms functionalized with different gas sensitive elements (e.g. chemo-responsive 

dyes, conductive nanomaterials) have been presented for gas detection in diverse 

environments. In one work, a paper-based microfluidic platform functionalized with an array 

of chemo-responsive dyes is built. Selective sensing of dissolved ammonia and carbon 

dioxide is achieved with ppm level sensitivity. In another work, a disposable food sensor is 

made on paper substrate with colorimetric microbeads arrays arranged as a geometric 

barcode to monitor the food spoilage. The sensor is fabricated through a stamping process, 

which is easy and highly reproducible. This barcode sensor can distinguish hourly change of 

food freshness at room temperature. Another paper based optoelectronic platform with 

combined optical and electrical chemi-resistive sensor arrays is used for sensing and 

discriminating several volatile gases and mixtures. By combining the optical and electrical 
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approaches, a unique optoelectronic signature is generated for each gas analyte and its 

mixtures. Using support vector machine (SVM) based machine learning approach enables 

accurate classification of these gases from the combined use of both optical and electrical 

sensor responses.  

        Another part of work includes a couple of sensor platforms with dye-contained 

colorimetric microbeads as the core sensing element. These works include an optical fiber 

sensor functionalized with colorimetric beads for the detection of gastric gas at ppm level; a 

microfluidic sensing platform incorporating colorimetric beads for detection of ammonia 

concentration in saliva with sub-ppm sensitivity; the colorimetric beads embedded hydrogel 

fiber used to monitor the pH of the skin for wound healing.  

        In summary, several optoelectronic sensor platforms have been developed, which 

combine the advantages of clean room free fabrication, low-cost paper-based substrate 

material with highly sensitive sensing materials such as chemoresponsive dyes. These as-

fabricated cost-effective and highly reproducible sensor platforms have been used to realize 

gas sensing in diverse environments. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

        Our atmosphere plays an important role in the survival of all living things. Due to 

urbanization, there is a growing need to monitor air quality in various environments, 

including industry, indoors, roads, mining, petroleum and gas refineries etc. The overarching 

need to maintain a sustainable environment has motivated researchers to develop gas sensors, 

early generation of which were used primarily for detection of toxic or/and combustible 

gases, such as methane, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide [1]. Later the use of gas 

sensors were extended to monitoring of the industrial toxic wastes, odiferous compounds and 

many other volatile organic compounds [2][3]. Recently, researchers have found correlation 

between exposures to some environmental gases to their presence in body fluids impacting 

human health. Beyond environmental monitoring, patients with cancers (i.e. lung, breast, 

colorectal and prostate cancers) have shown disproportionate levels of certain volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs) present in either breath, saliva, sweat or other body fluids [4][5]. 

Thus, these VOCs have great potential to serve as biomarkers for detecting underlying 

cancers and other diseases. Based on these understandings, it is promising to incorporate gas 

sensors into the point-of-care (POC) diagnostic platform for health care applications.  

        In another application, gas sensors sensitive to VOCs have also emerged as a quality 

monitoring technique in the food industry to “smell” the aroma of different products, 

including fruits, coffee, poultry, and determine the food freshness [6][7][8]. Furthermore, the 

efforts on exploring new materials and novel sensing mechanisms for gas sensing has greatly 
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improved the detection limit of these sensors and expanded the categories of detectable 

gases, making it even more practical for routine monitoring of environments in regular and 

extreme conditions [9][10][11].   

        Thus the new generation of gas sensors will not only be used for monitoring air 

conditions in living and working space, but will be extensively used in health care 

diagnostics and food industry [12][13].  Meanwhile, there is also an increasing need for gas 

sensors in resource-limited environments. More considerations will therefore need to be 

taken into account when developing gas sensors for resource-limited environments. For 

instance, all the sensing techniques developed for POC diagnostic platform need to meet the 

generic requirements of World Health Organization (WHO), described under the criteria 

defined as ASSURED (Affordable, Sensitive, Specific, User-friendly, Rapid, Equipment 

free, Delivered to those who need it) [14]. Additionally, it is critical to make the sensor eco-

friendly. The cost of making them should also be substantially lower using locally resourced 

materials. In essence, the next generation of gas sensors used in diagnostic platform should 

be low-cost, easy to fabricate, easy to use, accurate and biodegradable. To fulfill all the 

requirements, we have explored cellulosic paper as a substrate with low-cost fabrication 

process for printing sensing materials on them, and subsequent ease of sample delivery, 

readout and use.  

        During the past two decades, researchers have spent a lot of efforts on exploring 

possible substrate materials for fabricating gas sensors. Silicon wafer was used as an early 

generation of substrate material for making metal oxide based chemiresistive sensor arrays 

[15][16]. In this case, electrode and metal oxide deposition can be realized using 

microfabrication techniques, which makes the fabrication process highly compatible with 
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traditional CMOS fabrication procedure [17].  Given the relative high expenses and 

complexity of applying microfabrication techniques for sensor fabrication, cheaper materials, 

including glass, plastic, polymer films [18][19][20], and simpler fabrication techniques, such 

as inkjet printing and dielectrophoresis (DEP) assembly have been employed to fabricate low 

cost sensors [21][22]. With the advancement of optical communication, optical fiber has also 

emerged a promising platform for building optical gas sensors [23]. Optical fibers have 

several attractive features, including its light transmission capability over the entire visible 

wavelength, lightweight, biocompatibility and flexibility [24]. Optical fiber based gas sensors 

have already been successfully used for detection of hydrogen, oxygen, hydrocarbons and 

many other vapors [25].  

        In recent years, there is an increasing interest in developing paper-based sensors for 

chemical and bio-sensing applications [26][27]. Paper substrate possess the merits of being 

inexpensive, flexible, lightweight, portable and environmental friendly [28]. So far, paper 

based platform have been used for building lateral flow assays (LFAs) and microfluidic 

analytical devices [29][30]. Some examples of successfully commercialized paper based 

sensors include pregnancy test and urine test  [31]. Paper substrate is highly compatible with 

most of the biological and chemical sensing ingredients based on its cellulous structure, 

therefore serves as one of the most promising platform for building new generation of 

integrated sensing system, which can fulfill all the WHO requirements for making affordable, 

sensitive and user-friendly diagnostic sensors. 

        In our work, several optoelectronic platforms based on low cost substrates (e.g. paper) 

coated with different gas sensitive elements (e.g. chemo-responsive dyes) have been built for 

gas detection under diverse environments. These optoelectronic sensor platforms include 
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paper-based microfluidic gas sensor, functionalized optical fiber gas sensor, disposable gas 

sensing tag, and other polymer supported sensing platforms. These sensor platforms are 

tested under both gaseous and aqueous environments and exhibit good sensitivity and 

adaptability. These sensor platforms have the potential to be used for a variety of 

applications, including medical diagnostics and food quality monitoring. 

1.2 Contributions 

        In this dissertation, several low cost optoelectronic sensing platforms for gas monitoring 

are presented with the main applications in health diagnostics, food industry and environment 

monitoring. The design, fabrication and testing of the sensors are described in details. The 

key contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows. 

(a) Use of economically inexpensive fabrication methodologies for sensor fabrication. 

We explore several low cost fabrication methods for making sensors to avoid use of 

expensive clean room facilities or the use otherwise expensive equipment. Silicone 

spray based hydrophobic patterning is used on native hydrophilic substrate to define 

microfluidic regions on paper for inking dyes or delivery of analytes. This method is 

highly producible while minimizing the fabrication time. In another example, 

stamping based fabrication technique is used to print hydrophobic sensing elements 

onto paper substrate. It has the advantage of transferring complicated patterns onto 

paper substrate for deposition of several sensing elements simultaneously. The stamp 

is reusable for making batches of sensors. 

(b) Use of spectrometer, flat-bed scanner or smartphone for optical readout. We have 

employed different detection methods in capturing optical signals, including USB 

spectrometer, flab-bed scanner and smartphone. USB spectrometer has the advantage 
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of distinguishing the color at nanometer wavelength resolution; flat-bed scanner can 

only extract three channels (i.e. Red, Green, Blue) which is shown to be sufficient for 

sensing applications. Smartphone is also emerging as portable and user-friendly tool 

for POC diagnostics however it suffers from background illumination variability. 

These detection methods are used under different circumstances for different 

applications based on their sensitivity and usability;  

(c) Capability in sensing in both gas or liquid. We have demonstrated the capability of 

doing gas sensing under both gaseous and aqueous environments without any further 

modification in the sensor configuration. This is important in enabling sensing in an 

environment where gas is present in either gaseous form or dissolved state, such as in 

stomach environment. 

(d) Seamless integration into existing sensing platforms. We have shown the potential of 

our sensors to be integrated into other existing sensing platform. The paper based 

sensors can be incorporated into other paper based diagnostic platform for disease 

screening; the functionalized fiber sensor can be easily integrated the endoscope 

capsule to assist visual inspection of the inner lining of the esophagus and the 

stomach. 

1.3 Organization 

        The dissertation is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 1 provides brief introduction of 

this thesis. Chapter 2 covers a brief review on the significance of gas sensing in healthcare 

and discusses available sensing techniques. Sensing mechanisms of various sensors, as well 

as the corresponding detection methods are discussed in details. In chapter 3, a paper-based 

platform for colorimetric sensing of ammonia and carbon dioxide is described. In this work, 
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we are exploring a low-cost, flexible and reliable method to effectively pattern paper for 

capturing optical dyes and for flow-based delivery of target samples for colorimetric 

chemical sensing. We target the detection of ammonia (NH3) and carbon dioxide (CO2), two 

of the important environmental and health biomarkers. By functionalizing the paper platform 

with diverse cross-reactive dyes sensitive to NH3 and CO2, their selective sensing within a 

certain pH range, as well as their detection at different concentrations can be achieved. 

Chapter 4 discusses a flexible optical fiber sensor for sensing gastric gas with spectrometer 

detection. We present a gastric gas sensor based on conjoined dual optical fibers 

functionalized with sensitive optical dyes for sensing gases in both fluidic and gaseous 

environments. In chapter 5, a disposable colorimetric barcode sensor for food quality 

monitoring is presented. The barcode sensor is embedded in the food packaging to monitor 

the change of pH and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) during food spoilage. The sensor 

fabrication is low-tech and easy to perform. A smart phone provides a non-contact metric of 

food freshness/spoilage. In chapter 6, the realization of optical and electrical measurements 

on paper based sensors for gas sensing is introduced. In this work, optical and electrical 

sensor arrays are on the same paper substrate. This sensor platform can capture the change of 

optical and electrical signals when sensing a variety of gas analytes and clearly discriminate 

these gases. Chapter 7 lists some other biomedical applications using optical dyes as the 

sensing elements. Chapter 8 is a conclusion of this thesis with a short discussion on the 

possible improvement on sensor design, fabrication and measurement.  
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CHAPTER 2   

Background 

        A gas sensor is a device used to detect the presence of a specific gas, as well as 

determine its concentration. During the past few decades, gas sensors have been widely used 

in environmental monitoring [1]. The increasing need of sensitive and cost-effective gas 

sensors has promoted the exploration of more efficient sensing principles and of more 

reliable sensor fabrication techniques [32]. There are different methods to realize gas sensing, 

including gas chromatography [33], optical techniques [34], and acoustic wave related 

mechanism[35].  Among these technologies, electronic nose, which is proposed as a method 

to mimic the smell discrimination functionality of mammalian olfaction system, has drawn 

widespread attention due to its relative simplicity and sensitivity to various gases [36]. An 

electronic nose detects different gas species and concentrations through monitoring electrical 

change of diverse sensing elements, thus it is also regarded as chemiresistive sensor [37]. 

Similarly, the concept of colorimetric nose has been proposed as a promising technique for 

making artificial olfaction system, which has comparable or even better sensitivity when 

compared with electronic nose, while overcoming some shortcomings of the existing 

electronic nose technology [38]. The colorimetric nose is based on various chemoresponsive 

dyes, the color of which will change significantly when interacting with targeted gas. In the 

following sections, the principle of chemoresponsive dyes, their applications in gas sensing, 

the measurement of optical signals, and the comparison between colorimetric nose and 

electronic nose, as well as some other gas sensing techniques will be discussed. 
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2.1 Classification of chemo-responsive dyes 

        The chemo-responsive dyes used in building colorimetric sensors are those containing 

an interaction center strongly coupled with an intense chromophore, which is responsible for 

the significant color change when the dye is interacting with analytes. This inter-molecular 

interaction between dye molecule and analyte molecule is usually stronger than van der 

Waals interation. Based on the types of interaction, the chemo-responsive dyes can be further 

classified into three categories, namely (a) Lewis acid/base dyes; (b) Brønsted acidic or basic 

dyes; (c) dyes with large permanent dipoles. The chemical constructions of different 

categories of chemo-responsive dyes are shown in Figure 2.1 [39] [40] [41]. 

  

Figure 2.1: A schematic of typical chemical structures of three categories of chemo-responsive dyes. 

[41] 
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2.1.1 Metalloporphyrins 

        Lewis acid/base dyes described here refer to metalloporphyrins formed by the 

combination of porphyrins and metal ions. Metalloporphyrins have several open coordination 

sites allowing metal-ligand binding, which matches perfectly with the fact that a number of 

odiferous compounds are excellent ligands for metal ions. Some examples of 

metalloporphyrins are Zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (Zn-TPP), Copper tetraphenylporphyrin 

(Cu-TPP), Nickel tetraphenylporphyrin (Ni-TPP) and Cobalt tetraphenylporphyrin (Co-TPP), 

to name just a few.  The ligation process between metalloporphyrins and odiferous 

compounds usually results in large spectral shifts. In Figure 2.2, the resulting spectral change 

of Zn-TPP upon exposure to ethanol and pyridine is presented. It is shown that the variation 

of ligands, in this case, ethanol and pyridine, will cause a difference in coloration, which 

naturally distinguishes different gas analytes [42]. 

 

Figure 2.2: Comparison of spectral shifts observed on Zn-TPP upon exposure to ethanol and pyridine. 

(a) in methylene chloride solution; (b) on the reverse phase support. [42] 
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2.1.2  pH indicators 

      Brønsted acidic or basic dyes (pH indicator dyes) are weak acid or weak base. It is a 

halochromic chemical compound, which is sensitive to the concentration of hydrogen ions. 

The color of a pH indicator dye is determined by the relative concentration ratio of the 

conjugate base of this dye and the hydrogen ions, thus serves as the indicator of different pH 

values. There are a large number of pH indicator dyes, of which some commonly used ones 

are cresol red, methyl red, bromocresol purple, bromothymol blue, brilliant yellow, phenol 

red, phenolphthalein, etc. Figure 2.3 lists the chemical structures of several commonly used 

pH indicators dyes [43]. Usually, each pH indicator is sensitive to certain pH range, for 

instance, bromocresol green is responsive between pH 3.8 to 5.4; cresol red changes color at 

from pH 7.2 to 8.8, etc.  

 

Figure 2.3: Some examples of pH indicator dyes. [43] 
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2.1.3 Solvatochromic dyes 

        Solvatochromic compounds are regularly used as polarity indicator of different 

solutions. The change of solvent polarity will strongly affect the absorption spectrum of 

solvatochromic dyes in the UV/Vis/near-IR range, with either blue shift (increasing solvent 

polarity) or red shift (decreasing solvent polarity). Figure 2.4 demonstrates the examples of 

the color variation of two solvatochromic compounds in several organic solvents. The fact 

that most of the organic solvent have different degree of polarity and this polarity can be 

visualized through the interaction with solvatochromic compounds paves the way for the 

application of solvatochromic dyes in sensing various gaseous organic compounds, thus 

making it a great candidate for building colorimetric nose. [44] 

 

 

Figure 2.4:  Fluorescence photographs of two solvatochromic compounds in a number of organic 

solvents (From left to right: hexane, tetrahydrofuran, ethyl acetate, dichloromethane, 

dimethylformamide, acetonitrile, n-butanol, ethanol): (a) BDPA-TXO and (b) BTPA-TXO. [44] 

 

 

  

2.2 Gas sensing applications of chemo-responsive dyes  

        In the previous section, the properties and sensing mechanisms of typical types of 

chemo-responsive dyes are explained. Briefly, these chemo-responsive dyes are chemically 

reactive to a variety of gas compounds through intermolecular interaction. The chromophore 
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coupled active center of each chemo-responsive can react fiercely with specific gas 

molecules to induce a large spectral shift which results in a color change of this chemo-

responsive dye [41]. This color changing property of chemo-responsive dyes provides a 

simple way to visualize the existence of a wide range of gas species [39]. Optical sensors 

incorporating a specific chemo-responsive dye have been developed to target specific gas 

compounds and shown ppm level sensitivity [45]. To increase the discriminatory power of 

such optical sensors, an array of optical sensors based on various chemo-responsive dyes 

have been built. By combining the responses of all chemo-responsive dyes, non-overlapping 

color patterns will be generated for each gas analyte, thus serves as an optical fingerprint for 

any targeted gas [43]. By using optical sensor arrays, one can not only clearly differentiate 

diverse gas species, but also distinguish different gas mixture. This discriminative power can 

be simply enhanced by increasing the number of chemo-responsive dyes used [46]. So far, 

these optical sensor arrays have exhibited excellent sensitivity and efficiency in sensing a 

number of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), toxic gases and aqueous solutions. Some 

applications using these optical sensor arrays will be discussed as examples to verify the 

sensing power of chemo-responsive dyes. 

2.2.1 Detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 

        Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are ubiquitous and abundant in our environment, 

which are generated naturally by the metabolic activities of plants and animals. However, 

some of those VOCs are harmful to human health when excessive amount are presented in 

the air [47]. Given the effect of chronic toxicity due to long term exposure to VOCs, it is 

necessary to monitor the concentrations of different VOCs in the environment. So far, the 

detection and discrimination of various VOCs are most accurately realized by using gas 
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chromatography mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) technique [48] and later by using electronic 

nose built on chemi-resistive materials to meet the requirement of preforming real time 

measurement and enhancing the portability of the device [49].  

        Recently, optical sensor arrays with chemo-responsive dyes are recently being proposed 

as a portable, highly sensitive, cost-effective method for VOCs detection. As shown in Figure 

2.5, Janzen et al. have built a disposable colorimetric sensor arrays containing 

metalloporphyrins, pH indicator dyes and solvatochromic dyes (totally 36 dyes) [39]. The 

detection of gas is realized by comparing the color of dye arrays before and after its exposure 

to different VOCs and by generating a color difference map. The color difference map is 

created by subtracting the RGB values of each dye center before and after gas exposure. The 

sensor responses to 24 representative VOCs are visualized in color difference maps in Figure 

2.6. In these color maps, it is observed that these colorimetric sensor arrays can generate a 

unique color pattern for each VOC. The same set of colorimetric sensor arrays can easily 

discriminate more 100 VOCs which covers a broad range of VOCs under interest.  

 

Figure 2.5: A typical image of as-fabricated colorimetric sensor array built with three classes of 

chemo-responsive dyes, namely, metalloporphyrins, pH indicator dyes and solvatochromic dyes. [39] 
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Figure 2.6: The proposed colorimetric array used to detect a number of VOCs. The sensing responses 

are visualized as color difference maps. [39] 

 

      The successful detection and discrimination of VOCs using colorimetric sensing arrays 

offers a reliable method for real-time monitoring VOCs. Moreover, the application of these 

colorimetric sensing arrays in VOCs detection is not limited to air quality monitoring. Long- 

term study of cancer inducing diseases have unveiled the relationship between body released 

VOCs and the actual condition of body health. For instance, by examining the VOCs 

presented in the exhaled breath, it is found that the amount and types of presented VOCs can 

serve as natural biomarker patterns to predict the health status of human body. This 

biomedical discovery has attracted attentions on developing sensors for VOCs detection in 

exhaled breath. Among these techniques, colorimetric sensor arrays also justify its suitability 
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in breath testing. Figure 2.7 presents a colorimetric sensor arrays with 24 cross-reactive dyes 

sealed in a disposable cartridge for breath testing [50]. The colorimetric testing information 

obtaining from healthy volunteers and volunteers with lung cancers can be combined with 

other clinical parameters to build a statistical model to estimate the health condition.  

 

 

Figure 2.7:  Colorimetric sensor with 24 chemo-responsive dyes used for breath testing on a 

disposable cartridge. [50] 

 

2.2.2 Detection of toxic gases in environment 

        The functionality of colorimetric sensor arrays based on chemo-responsive dyes is not 

limited to VOCs sensing, but can be expanded to examine industrial toxic gases, fuels and 

combustion residues. Li et al. have employed an optical sensor array with 36 chemo-

responsive dyes to distinguish 20 commonly used automobile fuels. As shown in Figure 2.8, 

under same concentration, different brands of gasolines can be recognized by its own color 
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pattern. The sensing results indicate that these optical sensor arrays can be used as a simple 

visualized indicator to discriminate the composition of a number of gasolines [51].  

 

Figure 2.8 Colorimetric sensor arrays used for sensing 20 automotive fuels after pre-oxidation. The 

resulting color difference maps shows visible difference when the sensor strip is exposed to different 

fuel. [51] 

 

        Another example shown in Figure 2.9 illustrates the application of optical sensor arrays 

in testing three common types of industrial toxic wastes [52]. The optical responses of 

ammonia, chlorine and sulfur dioxide are highly distinguishable. Moreover, for each analyte, 

the variation in the concentration can be obtained by checking the resulting color map. For 

some analyte, such as chlorine, sub-ppm sensitivity can be achieved. The capability of dyes 

based optical sensor arrays to test analytes at varying concentrations with sub-ppm sensitivity 
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makes it a very promising technique for environmental monitoring, especially for the 

identification of toxic gases under permissible exposure limit [53]. 

 

Figure 2.9: The sensing results of colorimetric sensor arrays for sensing different concentrations of 

ammonia, chlorine and sulfur dioxide. The colorimetric sensor arrays are able to detect ammonia, 

chlorine and sulfur dioxide at sub-ppm level concentration. [54] 

 

2.2.4 Detection of complex mixture of odorants in food 

        As discussed in the previous examples, chemo-responsive dyes based colorimetric 

sensor arrays have been applied to detect health-related VOCs, air pollutants and industrial 

toxics. Given the powerful sensing ability, researchers have also explored the possibility of 
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applying the same set of colorimetric sensor arrays to detect the odorants emitted by a variety 

of food. Zhang et al. use colorimetric sensor arrays to examine the mixture of odorants in 14 

common soft drinks (Figure 2.10) [55] and again demonstrate clear difference in the resulting 

color maps. Similar method is used to differentiate natural and artificial sweeteners (Figure 

2.11) [56]. 

 

Figure 2.10: Use of colorimetric sensor arrays to detect the odor of 14 common soft drinks. The odors 

of 14 common soft drinks can be clearly distinguished. [55] 
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Figure 2.11: Use of colorimetric sensor arrays to differentiate 14 natural and artificial sweeteners of 

same concentration (25 mM concentration, except sucrose at 75 mM). [56] 

 

        In the work of Suslick et al, the colorimetric sensor arrays are used to discriminate the 

aromas of a batch of commercially available coffee products [57]. The aroma of coffee is a 

mixture of compounds and the difference between these aromas is very minute. In Figure 

2.12, the vapors of 10 commercial coffees are examined by the same sensor arrays. Although 

there is similarity in the overall pattern of all the color maps, the difference is apparent to 

distinguish one set of aroma from another. These works have verified the adaptability of 

these colorimetric sensor arrays to be used in food industry for quality monitoring, where the 
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capability of discriminating very similar complex mixture is highly valued. It is a very 

promising technique to be use for food quality control and assurance during the production 

line and during the consumption. 

 

Figure 2.12: Use of colorimetric sensor arrays to sense the vapor of 10 representative commercial 

coffees. All the measurements are done after exposing colorimetric sensor arrays to the saturated 

vapor for 2 min. [57] 

 

 

2.3 Optical signal read-out and processing 

        The previous section describes the applications of colorimetric sensor arrays in health 

care diagnostics, environmental monitoring and food quality testing. For all these 

applications, it is crucial to capture the color change of these sensor arrays, and convert it 

into a quantitative value. The most natural way of storing color information is through 

obtaining the images of the sensor. In most of these prior arts, flatbed scanner is employed as 

the most convenient tool to record the image and obtain color information by monitoring R, 
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G and B values of each pixel in the image [58]. There are some advantages of using flatbed 

scanner as the read-out for colorimetric sensor arrays. First, flatbed scanner based imaging 

can efficiently minimize the ambient light induced background variation and maintain the 

same level of color uniformity in all the images. This uniformity guarantees that the extracted 

color change accurately reflects the change of analyte. Moreover, flatbed scanner is relatively 

cheap, easily accessible and simple to operate.  

        Another widely used color detection tool is the optical spectrometer, which is 

commonly used to split light into a color spectrum [59]. An optical spectrometer can detect 

light signal ranging from ultra violet to infrared.  The resulting spectrum is comprised of a 

series of spectral lines deciphering the wavelengths and corresponding intensities of a 

specific light signal. Unlike the situation of using flatbed scanner to capture color image, 

where all color information is eventually decomposed into R, G, B values through further 

image processing, using optical spectrometer can directly extract the characteristic spectral 

fingerprint of a specific color signal with nanometer wavelength resolution. This function is 

especially beneficial for characterizing the color feature (peaks in spectrum) of various 

chemo-responsive dyes before sensing, as well as capturing the shift of spectrum peaks after 

sensing. In another word, optical spectrometer offers the best accuracy and the most 

informative analysis of a color signal in a real-time measurement. However, spectrometer 

based measurement usually requires additional light source and any slight shake or 

mechanical movement may affect the spectrum. It is suitable to be used in a fixed set up with 

no moving parts.   

        In recent years, there is a growing interest in using the functionalities of smart phone for 

scientific applications [60]. It is shown that the smartphone-based detection method can 
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capture both the color change and pattern change on paper-based sensors. Even though 

smartphone-based detection cannot achieve the nanometer wavelength resolution as 

spectrometer, it can visualize the color change by recording the image of sensor arrays; 

moreover, unlike flatbed scanner, the images taken by smartphone usually have varying 

background illumination, which requires more effort in image processing to overcome the 

nonuniforminity. Regardless of these imperfections, smartphone-based detection still has 

great advantages when serving as an optical read-out for a sensor. Compared to flatbed 

scanner, smart phone is highly portable, with the functionality to realize direct color 

processing using an imbedded app; in comparison with spectrometer, smart phone is cost-

effective, user-friendly, and realizing training-free operation. The successful use of 

smartphone provides more opportunities for empowering general public to use sensor 

technology with phone and an app as a substitute for expensive scientific instrumentation.  

2.4 Colorimetric nose vs. electronic nose 

        In section 2.2, the implementation of colorimetric nose for gas sensing in different fields 

is thoroughly reviewed, with a detailed description of the sensing mechanism and sensing 

performance under each scenario. The success of the colorimetric nose relies on the idea of 

building an optical sensor arrays with various chemo-responsive dyes to enhance its power in 

discriminating chemically similar/dissimilar analytes [61]. However, the concept of using 

multielement arrays for selective gas sensing has already been implemented in electronic 

nose technology [62]. Electronic-nose technology, due to its relative simplicity and high 

sensitivity, has been developed for several decades to meet the increasing demands of gas 

sensing in industry and life science field [63]. An electronic nose incorporates a number of 

chemiresistive materials to build multielement arrays that is capable of sensing a specific gas 
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or other complex gas mixtures [64]. The development of innovative nanostructured materials, 

such as graphene [65], carbon nanotube [66], conductive polymers [67], has greatly broaden 

the choices of chemiresistive materials for building electronic nose. Given the similarity of 

electronic nose and colorimetric nose in terms of their basic concept and targeted 

applications, it is necessary to make a comparison between these two technologies and 

summarize their respective advantages. 

2.4.1 Chemiresistive sensors 

        In our discussion, chemiresistive sensors refer to gas sensors built with sensing elements 

(e.g. nanomaterials) that change resistance upon chemical stimulation [68]. There are three 

common types of materials utilized for building chemiresistive sensors, namely, metal 

oxide[69] [70], carbon [71] and conductive polymer [72]. An electronic nose is realized 

through integrating chemiresistive sensor arrays with different sensing materials onto one 

platform to increase its gas recognition capability. Figure 2.13 shows an example of 

chemiresistive sensor arrays based on SnO2, WO3 and In2O3 for examining some volatile 

organic compounds [73]. Gas detection is realized through monitoring the electrical 

properties (e.g. resistance) of each chemiresistive sensor to obtain a collective response. In 

Figure 2.14, the electrical responses of nine chemiresistive sensors to four different gas 

analytes are recorded for comparison [72]. All the chemiresistive sensors demonstrate similar 

trend in the characterization curves but with different response amplitudes for the same gas 

analyte. The collective electrical responses of nine chemiresistive sensors form different 

patterns for different analytes. The amount of resistance change, which in this case is 

quantified by the change of voltage drop, is used to analyze the presence and respective 

amount of the specific gas analyte.   
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Figure 2.13: An electronic nose made of a number of metal oxides (SnO2, WO3, In2O3): (A) 

Microscope images of as fabricated electronic nose; (B) Image of the sensor platform and signal 

processing; (C) Schematic of the as fabricated electronic nose. [73] 

 

        The gas discrimination power can be further enhanced by incorporating different types 

of sensing materials in the electronic nose platform, which does not increase the complexity 

and difficulty from the fabrication viewpoint. For example, MacNaughton et al. has 

integrated different types of sensing materials (Carbon nanotube, graphene oxide, copper 

oxide, polypyrrole) onto a single chip through dielectrophoresis (DEP) assembly to form an 

electronic sensor arrays for VOCs sensing, as shown in Figure 2.15 [74]. 
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Figure 2.14: Electrical responses of chemiresistive sensors towards several analytes (A−D) Real-time 

response of each chemiresistor to 2 ppm H2S, 10 ppm NH3, 10 ppm acetone, and 1 ppm NO in 80% 

relative humidity; (E) summary of response pattern. [73] 
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Figure 2.15: Electronic sensor arrays built with Carbon nanotube, graphene oxide, copper oxide, 

polypyrrole through dielectrophoresis (DEP) assembly [74]. 

 

        The sensitivity of chemiresistive sensor arrays keeps increasing due to the advancement 

in synthesizing novel nanostructured materials [75]. The earlier generation of chemiresistive 

sensor arrays is mainly based on metal oxide thin film or nanoparticles [76][77]. Later on, 

carbon materials, including carbon nanotubes and graphene, and conductive polymers [78], 

such as polypyrrole [79] , polyaniline [80][81] and poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene) [82], 

have also been employed for building electronic sensing platform and greatly enriched the 

choices of sensing elements for making chemiresistive sensor arrays.  In recent researches, 

functionalizing nanomaterials (e.g. nanowire, nanoparticles) with various molecular groups 

to form novel gas sensing elements has gradually become popular due to the improved 

stability and sensitivity [83][84][85][86]. In the work of Peng et al., gold nanoparticles are 

capped with different thiol groups (e.g. dodecanethiol, butanethiol) and used to build sensor 

arrays for breath testing. These sensor arrays can be used in real breath testing to distinguish 

normal breath and breath from lung cancer patients with ppb level sensitivity, as shown in 
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Figure 2.16 [87]. In another work, molecularly modified silicon nanowires based field effect 

transistor is used for VOCs sensing and achieved excellent selectivity towards each gas 

species [88]. The excellent performance of these nano-sensors are promising for cancer 

diagnostics, including lung, breast, colorectal and prostate cancer [89]. All these 

developments have very positive effects on the continuous advancement of electronic nose 

technology.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Electrical responses of 4 different thiol-capped gold nanoparticles when exposed to 

breath from lung cancer patients [87]. 
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2.4.2 Comparison of colorimetric nose and electronic nose 

        Electronic nose and colorimetric nose, regarded as two of the most promising 

techniques for gas sensing, exhibit similarity in some aspects, including employing the idea 

of building cross-reactive sensing arrays to improve selectivity, the targeted types of gas 

specifies and fields of applications. Given the outstanding performance and exhibited 

similarity of both technologies, it is interesting to put them side by side and make a 

comprehensive comparison. In this section, colorimetric sensing technology will be 

compared with electronic nose technology at the following aspects:  

        (a) Application fields: both colorimetric sensor arrays and electronic nose technology 

have been applied for environment monitoring, medical diagnostics and food quality testing. 

As discussed in section 2.2, colorimetric sensor arrays have been used for sensing a variety 

of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), industrial toxic wastes, exhaled breath and the aroma 

of food. Similarly, utilization of electronic nose based on chemiresistive sensor arrays in 

cancer diagnostics (sensing VOCs) [87][90][89][91], sensing corrosive gases (e.g. H2S, NO2) 

and food emanating gas product has been testified in a number of prior arts [92][93][94][95].   

        (b) Complexity of fabrication: The fabrication process of colorimetric sensor arrays and 

that of chemiresistive sensor arrays are completely different. Usually, fabrication of 

chemireisistive sensor arrays is a multi-step process, including patterning of electrodes on 

designated substrate, preparation of nanomaterials and assembly of nanomaterials onto 

patterned substrate [96]. Patterning of electrodes (e.g gold, platinum) is commonly done 

through photolithography procedure to achieve micrometer or nanometer precision. 

Fabrication of nanomaterials is mostly done through a few methods, such as chemical vapor 
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deposition, physical vapor deposition and electroplating [97][90]. Some common ways to 

assemble nanomaterials onto the patterned electrodes include e-beam evaporation [98], 

dielectrophoresis (DEP) [99] and inkjet printing [100], to name just a few. In general, the 

fabrication of chemiresistive sensor arrays is a high-tech process that requires sophisticated 

microfabrication techniques and is time-consuming. By comparison, the process of making 

colorimetric sensor arrays is much simpler and time-efficient [101]. Most of the optical dyes 

are commercially available and can be used directly as received. Additionally, synthesis of 

some complicated dye compounds can be realized through a tool free process, such as mixing 

the raw materials, agents and solvents, filtering, heating and phase extraction [102]. The 

colorimetric sensor arrays are simply made by immobilizing different optical dyes onto some 

supporting substrate (e.g. PET) through a sol-gel procedure [103]. Compared with the 

fabrication process of chemiresistive sensors, which requires expensive tools and costly 

nanomaterials, the procedure of making colorimetric sensor arrays is much easier and cost-

effective, which has great potential for mass-production at low cost.  

        (c) Sensing condition: both colorimetric nose and electronic nose can be utilized to 

sense gaseous analytes under room temperature. For the application of electronic nose, the 

sensing temperature and humidity condition in the sensing environment need to be strictly 

controlled, since some nanomaterials (e.g. metal oxide) have varying sensitivity under 

different temperature and most of the nanomaterials (e.g. carbon nanotube) are responsive to 

the water vapor, the amount of which will affect the magnitude of electrical response [104]. 

By contrast, colorimetric sensor arrays, which are used under room temperature and have 

more resistivity to humidity due to its own hydrophobicity, have less restriction to the 

sensing environment. Moreover, while the sensing application of electronic nose is limited to 
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gaseous analyte, colorimetric sensor arrays can not only be used to sense gaseous analytes, 

but also are suitable for sensing aqueous analytes, which further expends its application in 

monitoring targeted analyte under a complicated environment.  

        (d) Sensitivity: colorimetric sensor arrays are known to have high sensitivity towards a 

variety of gases with sub ppm concentration [105]. In the example of employing colorimetric 

sensor arrays for monitoring toxic gases, the observed limit of detection (LOD) values are as 

low as 25 ppb for HCN and 250 ppb for SO2 and NH3 [53]. On the other hand, the sensitivity 

of electronic nose experiences continuous improvement thanks to the innovation of 

nanomaterials [106][107][108]. In one prior work of using chemiresistive arrays of metal 

oxide thin films, metal-catalyzed thin films, and nanostructured thin films to detect exhaled 

breath, the estimated detection limit of H2S, NH3 and NO are 2.87 ppb, 42.29 ppb and 2.06 

ppb, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.17 [73]. In short, colorimetric nose and electronic 

nose have comparable sensitivity level (sub-ppm) in sensing gaseous anayltes. 

 

Figure 2.17: Detection limit of proposed electronic nose. [73] 
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        (e) Detection methods: The sensor responses of electronic nose are quantified by the 

change of conductance of chemiresistive materials, which are usually recorded through 

external circuitry. In the case of colorimetric sensor arrays, the sensing responses are 

represented as color change of various cross-reactive chemo-responsive dyes. As discussed in 

section 2.3, several techniques, such as flat-bed scanner, optical spectrometer and smart 

phone, can be used to capture the colorimetric signal [109] [110]. Additional signal 

processing is required to quantify the detected color information [111]. In terms of detection 

methods, electronic nose and colorimetric nose has same level of complexity. Compared with 

electronic nose, one advantage of colorimetric nose is its capability to visualize the sensing 

result. Users can simply see the color change wirelessly to judge the existence of a specific 

analytes. 

        (f) Cost: last but not least, the costs of electronic nose and colorimetric nose are briefly 

discussed to complete a relatively comprehensive comparison. The cost of fabricating 

electronic noses covers but is not limited to the following aspects of expenses: mask design 

and fabrication; microfabrication tools; packaging, nanomaterials [112]. Relatively, to 

produce colorimetric nose, the main cost is the expense of purchasing optical dyes (most of 

which are no more expensive than nanomaterials), solvents and substrate materials [113]. 

Given the much higher cost of micro fabrication, making colorimetric sensing arrays is 

considered to be more cost-effective than making an electronic nose. However, with 

continuous efforts on exploring cheaper fabrication methods for making electronic nose, such 

as employing inkjet printing technique for depositing both electrodes and nanomaterials, the 

cost of an electronic nose can be further lowered, nevertheless with a trade-off between 

device reliability and cost. 
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2.5 Other gas sensing techniques 

        There are some other existing gas sensing techniques based on different sensing 

mechanisms, including gas chromatography (GC), mass spectroscopy (MS) and surface 

acoustic wave (SAW) technology. Gas chromatography aims at gas separation based on the 

variation of gas transit time through a specific medium. This variation is due to the 

interaction between the gas molecule and the stationary phase of the medium. Gas 

chromatography is known for its power in gas separation accuracy and is mostly used in 

laboratory to characterize the gas components of a volatile gas mixture. Mass spectroscopy 

generates a mass spectrum of ionized chemical species to distinguish them by their mass to 

charge ratio. It is commonly combined with gas chromatography as a complete tool (GC-MS) 

for gas separation and identification [114]. Surface acoustic wave device detects gas through 

monitoring the change of resonator’s natural frequency due to absorption of gas specifies 

[115]. It has good selectivity towards different gas species and can achieve very high 

sensitivity (sub ppb), with the help of an ultrasonic wave generator and a detector [116]. 

These techniques have gained certain popularity in different fields. However, in this 

dissertation, we will focus on the works of optoelectronic gas sensors and their sensing 

capability under varying environments. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Paper based microfluidic platform for colorimetric 

sensing of dissolved gases 

                

         Paper, a cheap and ubiquitous material, has great potential to be used as low-cost, 

portable and biodegradable platform for chemical and biological sensing application. In this 

work, we are exploring a low-cost, flexible and reliable method to effectively pattern paper 

for capturing optical dyes and for flow-based delivery of target samples for colorimetric 

chemical sensing. This in done in the context of an important application that of detection of 

ammonia (NH3) and carbon dioxide (CO2) which are an important biomarkers for health.  By 

functionalizing the paper platform with diverse cross-reactive dyes sensitive to NH3 and CO2, 

their selective sensing within a certain pH range has been demonstrated, as well as their 

detection at different concentrations has been achieved. The images of paper based device 

were captured by flatbed scanner and processed in MATLAB® using RGB model and PCA 

for quantitative analysis. Paper based devices with readout using ubiquitous consumer 

Objective: The objective of this work is to show a paper based microfluidic platform for 

sensing dissolved ammonia and carbon dioxide. The sensor is fabricated using a low-cost, 

highly reproducible method. The detection of gases is realized by capturing the colorimetric 

signal using flatbed scanner. 
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electronic devices (e.g. smartphones, flatbed scanner) are considered promising approaches 

for disease screening in developing countries with limited resources. 

 

3.1 Motivation 

        Paper based microfluidic device has emerged as a new research field and gradually been 

showing its potential in a variety of applications such as health diagnostics, food quality 

testing and environmental monitoring [117]. Paper has several good reasons to be popular: it 

is a ubiquitous material in our daily life; its cellulose property allows functionalization of 

different biological and chemical reagents on it [118]; meanwhile, liquid can flow through 

paper’s hydrophilic fiber matrix by capillary force without using any external pumps for 

force; furthermore, the hydrophilicity of paper can be altered by different treatments to create 

microfluidic channels on paper, resulting in effectively confining and transporting liquid flow 

in desired manner [119]. Paper-based microfluidic device can be mass produced and easily 

made into different shapes and thicknesses; therefore they are low-cost, disposable and 

flexible.  These devices, when coupled with readout using ubiquitous commercial electronic 

devices (e.g. cell phone, PC web camera, flatbed scanner etc.) are considered promising 

approaches for disease screening in developing countries with limited resources [120]. 

        Considering the merits that paper substrate holds, many exciting developments have 

been recently reported. Martinez et al. has fabricated paper based microfluidic devices by 

stacking layers of lithography patterned paper and double-sided adhesive paper for glucose 

and protein measurements [121]. Dungchai et al. demonstrated electrochemical detection of 

glucose, lactate and uric on paper by adding silver electrodes into the detecting zone on 

lithography patterned paper [26]. Although lithography can produce high resolution of 
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microfluidic channels, the disadvantages of this method are that it requires several fabrication 

steps, it needs different instruments, and it uses several chemicals for development. There are 

other paper patterning methods such as inkjet printing [122], plasma treatment [119], laser 

treatment [123] and later wax printing. Wax printing was introduced by Whitesides group 

and other research groups as a low cost way to create a microfluidic channel. Designed 

patterns could be printed onto paper by a wax printer and followed by heating to melt the 

wax [121]. However, wax printing still needs a specialized instrument in the form of a wax 

printer.  Although it is simple and fast, the paper needs to be heated before use, and the 

dimension of the channel is subjected to spreading of wax [124]. Laser treatment approach 

discussed by Chitnis et al. begins with hydrophobic paper and uses laser-based direct writing 

to pattern hydrophilic regions. Direct writing process are inherently slow and can only be 

used for low volume manufacturing. Moreover it requires access to high powered laser 

source which may be inaccessible for many in developing regions of the world. 

        So far, paper based devices have been used for glucose monitoring, protein detection 

and other applications [125] [117] using variety of biological fluids such as blood, urine etc. 

Here we present an easy and effective method for hydrophobic–hydrophilic patterning of 

paper by applying commercially available hydrophobic silicone spray instead of laser or wax 

treatment, while maintaining low-cost and environmental friendly materials and processing. 

We also demonstrate the potential of this paper platform for colorimetric sensing of dissolved 

gas, for example, dissolved CO2 and NH3. NH3 and CO2 are important indicators in health 

monitoring and disease diagnostics [126]. No expensive fabrication equipment is required to 

make these paper based sensing devices. To avoid using bulky and expensive detecting and 

analyzing methods, optical responses of the dyes on paper were captured by flatbed scanner 
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[127]. The quantitative analysis of the scanned images can be done using MATLAB where 

the data can be imported into computer through USB device, Internet or wireless 

transmission.  

3.2 Patterning of hydrophilic paper 

        In this experiment, two types of paper were chosen as the patterning substrate, A4 

printing paper and cellulose paper. The hydrophobic patterning agent used here is a 

commercially available hydrophobic silicone water repellant spray. The desired pattern was 

designed in computer and transferred onto paper by printer, followed by hydrophobic 

patterning. The detailed fabrication procedure is described in Figure 3.1.  

        In Figure 3.1(a), desired pattern was designed in computer by using Microsoft 

PowerPoint; the designed pattern was transferred onto the paper substrate using a laser 

printer; Figure 3.1(b) showed the printed paper platform with desired pattern; in Figure 

3.1(c), hydrophobic barriers were made by painting a hydrophobic agent dipped cotton swab 

uniformly on all the area outside the printed pattern (grey area in the Figure 3.1c). The paper 

was heated after the hydrophobic agent was applied to prevent the undesired spreading of 

hydrophobic agent into the desired pattern. In Figure 3.1(d) and (e), the paper platform were 

functionalized with different dyes and then target analytes were added to the reservoirs; 

Figure 3.1 (f) showed the post-sensing image acquisition and processing method; Figure 3.1 

(g) showed the real images of as-fabricated paper platforms. 
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Figure 3.1: Device fabrication process: (a) designed pattern is printed on paper; (b) printed paper with 

desired pattern; (c) hydrophobic-hydrophilic patterning by painting hydrophobic agent dipped cotton 

swab in the grey area; (d) dyes injected into the square sensing area (colorful squares); (e) target 

sample is injected into the reservoir (long rectangle in light blue); (f) image acquisition of the paper 

platform by flatbed scanner and image processing in PC; (g) as-fabricated dye functionalized paper 

platform. Dyes deposited from top to down are: cresol red ion pair, pyranine ion pair, Zn-TPP, methyl 

red) 

 

3.3 Methods  

    The paper based CO2 and NH3 sensing platform is prepared by functionalizing paper 

platform with CO2 and NH3 sensitive dyes [128] [124]. The dyes used are methyl red, Zinc 

Tetraphenylporphine (Zn-TPP) and phenolphthalein for NH3 sensing, while cresol red ion 

pair and pyranine ion pair for CO2 sensing. All used chemicals were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich, US.  

3.3.1 Dye preparation 

    Methyl red solution: 25 mg of methyl red powder was dissolved in 1 mL of ethanol and 2 

mL of DI water, and the mixture was stirred for 10 min followed by 10 min of sonication. 

The sonication step is to guarantee the uniformity of dye solution.   

(g) 1cm 
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    ZnTPP solution: 25 mg of ZnTPP powder was dissolved in 3mL of toluene. Similarly, the 

mixture was stirred for 10 min followed by 10 min of sonication.   

    Phenolphthalein solution: 25 mg of phenolphthalein powder was dissolved in 3mL of 

ethanol. 

    Cresol red-ion pair (CR-IP) and pyranine-ion pair (P-IP): 24 mg of cresol red (or pyranine) 

powder was dissolved in 22.5 mL of 0.1mol NaOH (solution A). Then 37.39mg 

tetraoctylammonium bromide (ToABr) was dissolved in 3mL of toluene to make solution B. 

Solution A and B were mixed together and stirred on magnetic stirrer for 30 min. After that, 

the organic phase (the upper layer) of the mixture was extracted and washed two times with 3 

mL of 0.1 mol NaOH, the resulting solution is containing pure ion pair dissolved in toluene.  

[124]  

3.3.2 Platform preparation and dye deposition 

    Two different designs of paper platforms for CO2 and NH3 sensing were prepared, as 

shown in Figure 3.4 (a) and Figure 3.5 (a). The platform in Figure 3.4 (a) had different 

testing units and each unit was deposited with four different dyes. The other platform shown 

in Figure 3.5 (a) had four blocks of sensing arrays and each block has one type of dye. The 

prepared dye solutions were manually injected into the hydrophilic sensing areas on the 

paper platform. 

3.3.3 Analyte preparation 

        For paper platform in Figure 3.4(a): NH3 solution (0.1 mol), NaOH solution (0.1 mol) 
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and NaHCO3 solution (0.1 mol) were diluted with DI water until their pH were equally 10. 

The corresponding concentrations of NH3, NaOH and NaHCO3 in the solutions were 17 

ppm, 4 ppm, 8.4 ppm, respectively. Carbon dioxide solution was made by bubbling pure 

CO2 gas into DI water for 30 min to attain saturated carbon dioxide solution. The pH of the 

saturated CO2 solution is around 4.25 and its concentration is 352 ppm. HCl (0.1 mol) 

solution was diluted with DI water until its pH increased to 4.5 and the corresponding 

concentration is 1.2 ppm.  

        For paper platform in Figure 3.5(a): The saturated CO2 solution was further diluted by 

DI water into three solutions with different concentrations. The corresponding CO2 

concentrations of the three diluted CO2 solutions were 147 ppm, 14.7 ppm and 1.47 ppm, 

respectively. The NH3 solution (0.1 mol) was diluted with DI water into three solutions with 

different concentrations. The corre- sponding NH3 concentrations were 1700 ppm, 17 ppm 

and 0.17 ppm, respectively.  

3.4 Image acquisition and data processing 

3.4.1 Flatbed scanner based image acquisition 

    For quantitative analysis, accurate information from the post-sensing paper platform is 

extracted by taking images of colorimetric sensing platform and analyzing its color change. 

Taking advantage of the flexibility of the paper substrate, the images of the post-fabricated 

and dye functionalized paper platform was scanned by an office-use flatbed scanner before 

and after sensing. The acquired images have the merit of uniform lighting background 

compared with the images taken by smartphone or digital cameras. (Martinez et al. 2008b) 
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3.4.2  MATLAB® based data processing 

        The images of the pre- and post-sensing paper platform were imported into MATLABs 

for quantitative analysis. The RGB model was used to extract the color information from the 

scanned images. The RGB model in MATLABs can decompose the color of an image into 

three components (red, green, and blue) and can calculate the respective intensity of these 

three components in the image. The color information extracted from all the sensing areas 

was used for evaluating the performance of the paper based sensing platform. In this way, the 

color change of different dyes upon adding different analytes and the relation between color 

change and analyte concentration can be quantized and compared.  

3.4.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)  

        Discrimination among different analytes can be done by applying principal component 

analysis (PCA) in the Matlab. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical process 

using an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of possibly correlated observations into a 

set of principal components, the values of which are linearly uncorrelated [129]. In the 

sensing experiment, there are a number of sensors with several sharing parameters. When 

PCA is performed on the data extracted from all the sensors, the resulting values of principal 

components correspond to the responses of different sensors combining all parameters. 

Usually, the first principal component has the largest possible variance, and each succeeding 

component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint that it is orthogonal 

to the preceding components. In this experiment, three sets of parameters R, G and B were 

extracted from four different sensors (i.e. four different sensing dyes). PCA was performed 
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on the values of four different sensors to discriminate CO2 and NH3 responses. 

3.5 Testing of paper based platform 

        In the following experiments, hydrophobicity of as-patterned paper platform was tested. 

The as-patterned paper platform was used for selectively sensing CO2 and NH3. Furthermore, 

the sensing ability of as-patterned paper platform for detecting dissolved NH3 and CO2 of 

different concentrations (in the ppm range) was demonstrated. For all sensing platform, the 

RGB information of all the sensing areas was collected and analyzed. Finally, discrimination 

of the responses of CO2 and NH3 was performed by PCA. 

3.5.1 Hydrophobicity of as-patterned paper platform: 

        In Figure 3.2(a), the effectiveness of hydrophobic spray patterning was tested on 

cellulose paper. A piece of cellulose paper was divided into two regions by a dotted line. The 

left part of this paper was painted with the hydrophobic agent and dried, while the right part 

remained unprocessed. The cross-section view of paper in Figure 3.2(b) showed the high 

aspect ratio of water drop on patterned paper. The contact angle changed from 0° to 148° 

before and after hydrophobic spray coating. Figure 3.2(c) also further proved this 

hydrophobicity. When the patterned paper was totally immersed in water, water only flowed 

within the patterned hydrophilic areas. In Figure 3.2(d), when the dye (e.g. methyl red) 

functionalized paper platform was immersed in analyte (e.g. NH3), analyte could be 

absorbed and transported through the specified channel into the sensing area, causing a color 

change of the dye. No manual injection or pumps/valves are required.  

        There are several advantages associated with this hydrophobic spray patterning method, 

including the flexibility in pattern design, excellent hydrophobicity and high reproducibility. 
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Unlike other paper patterning techniques, which require additional equipment (e.g. laser 

cutter) to create desired pattern, by using this method, arbitrary pattern can be designed for 

paper substrate using various available software, such as Microsoft PowerPoint or AutoCAD. 

In our experiment, the size of pattern is within the range of 1 cm. By applying this 

hydrophobic agent on paper, effective hydrophobic barriers can be made on designated area 

in seconds and this hydrophobicity is stable and long lasting. Furthermore, spray-patterned 

paper platform is highly reproducible. The desired pattern can always be precisely duplicated 

and effective hydrophobic boundary can always be made in the same condition. Thus, this 

fabrication procedure is easy, fast, low-cost and highly repeatable on paper.  

 

Figure 3.2: Hydrophobicity test on hydrophobic silicone spray patterned paper platform: (a) 

comparison of patterned (left) and unprocessed (right) paper; (b) cross-section view of water drop on 

hydrophobic paper in (a); (c) water transportation in the patterned area; (d) sample device immersed 

in ammonia solution;  

 

3.5.2 Reproducibility of the testing platform: 

        The as-fabricated paper platform can be used as a general sensing platform. In our 

experiment, the paper platform was functionalized by halochromic dyes for CO2 and NH3 

sensing. Figure 3.3(a) shows the scanned image of as-functionalized paper platform. The 

reproducibility of the sensing platform was tested using eight testing units, which 
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functionalized with four different dyes. Four dyes, methyl red, Zn-TPP, pyranine ion pair, 

cresol red ion pair were manually injected into four sensing areas of each unit. The injected 

volume of each dye is 2 mL. In Figure 3.3(b)–(e), color information of all sensing areas in 

eight testing units was ex- tracted and plotted. The standard errors of each dye using this 

readout were calculated accordingly: methyl red (R 4.65, G 6.16, B 6.48); Zn-TPP (R 3.37, G 

4.10, B 3.17); pyranine ion pair (R 0.62, G 2.73, B3.55); cresol red ion pair (R 4.11, G4.86, 

B4.14). The numbers here indicate the minimum distinguishable R, G, B change in range 

from 0 to 256. By comparing the RGB color intensity distribution in all the units for each 

dye, a high degree of color uniformity was observed for all the deposited dyes.  

        Usually, it is difficult to uniformly deposit dyes onto paper by manual injection. This 

inaccuracy is mainly due to the fact that the amount of solution could not be precisely 

controlled by using the laboratory pipette. In our experiment, the errors of dye migration by 

manual injection measured in all the sensing areas are 10% for the 3mm by 3mm sensing 

area and 8% for the 5mm by 5mm sensing area. Although subjected to this inaccuracy, a 

satisfied uniformity was obtained on this paper platform. The use of flatbed scanner for 

image acquisition and sonication for dye preparation all attributed to the uniformity of this 

as-functionalized paper platform.  
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Figure 3.3: Reproducibility of dye functionalized paper platform before sensing: (a) scanned image of 

dye functionalized paper platform. In each unit, four dyes were deposited in a sequence from left to 

right: methyl red, Zn-TPP, pyranine ion pair, cresol red ion pair; (b) cresol red ion pair color 

distribution in eight testing units; (c) pyranine ion pair color distribution in eight testing units; (d) Zn-

TPP color distribution in eight testing units; and (e) Methyl red color distribution in eight testing 

units. From the color distribution plots for four dyes in eight testing units, it is found that this dye 

functionalized paper platform can be reproduced with sufficient accuracy.  
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3.6 Paper based platform for sensing CO2 and NH3 

3.6.1 Selective sensing of CO2 and NH3  

        It is important to demonstrate selectivity to CO2 and NH3.  In order to demonstrate 

selective sensing, it is necessary to compare the sensitivity of selected dyes towards different 

acid and base analytes. Selective sensing of CO2 and NH3 was performed on the dye-

functionalized paper platform. The image of post-sensing paper platform is shown in Figure 

3.4(a). NaOH, NaHCO3 were selected for comparison with NH3, while HCl was compared 

with CO2 solution. In Figure 3.4(a), unit 1 was left without adding analyte as the reference, 

and units 2–6 were injected with CO2, HCl, NaOH, NaHCO3 and NH3, respectively. The 

RGB color information of each dye after sensing was plotted in Figure 3.4(b)–(e). Figure 

3.4(b)–(c) shows that the color of CO2 added sensing area (unit 2) has different RGB 

distribution compared with that of the reference unit (unit 1), while RGB distribution of HCl 

added sensing area (unit 3) remained highly similar to the reference unit, indicating that 

cresol red ion pair and pyranine ion pair are selective to CO2 compared with HCl of the same 

pH on this paper platform. Figure 3.4 (e) shows that the RGB distribution in NaOH, 

NaHCO3 and NH3 added sensing areas (units 4, 5, and 6) were similar to each other but 

different from the reference unit, showing that methyl red was responsive to NaOH, 

NaHCO3 and NH3. In Figure 3.4(d) only NH3 added sensing area (unit 6) showed 

distinguishable RGB distribution compared with the reference unit, indicating Zn-TPP is 

selective to NH3. However, the color change of Zn-TPP upon adding NH3 was not 

significant enough to be visualized. This can be explained in the study of Zn-TPP by 

Vaughan et al. (1996), which demonstrated that the wavelength shift of Zn-TPP for NH3 

sensing was small (10 nm).  
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        Based on our prior work, pH sensitive dyes cresol red and pyranine, when combined 

with an organic quaternary cation as an ion-pairing agent, are selective to CO2 when the pH 

of the back- ground solution is in the range of 4–4.5 [128]. Zn-TPP is proved to be highly 

selective to NH3 compared to other strong or weak base [130]. Thus we chose cresol red ion 

pair, pyranine ion pair and Zn-TPP for selective sensing on CO2 and NH3 while methyl red 

as pH indicators for base.  
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Figure 3.4: Selective sensing of CO2 and NH3 on dye-functionalized paper platform: (a) scanned 

image of post-sensing paper based platform. Four dyes, cresol red ion pair, pyranine ion pair, Zn-

TPP, methyl red (from left to right) were deposited in each testing unit; (b) cresol red ion pair (CR-IP) 

color distribution after CO2 and HCl sensing; (c) pyranine ion pair (P-IP) color distribution after CO2 

and HCl sensing; (d) Zn-TPP color distribution after NaOH, NaHCO3 and NH3 sensing; and (e) 

methyl red color distribution after NaOH, NaHCO3 and NH3 sensing. From (b) to (c), the color of 

unit 2 was distinguished from the reference unit, while color of unit 3 was highly similar to reference 

unit, showing that CR-IP and P-IP are selective to CO2; (e) showed that in units 4, 5, 6, methyl red 

changed color after sensing NaOH, NaHCO3 and NH3, however in (d) only unit 6 showed 

distinguishable color distribution compared to the reference unit, indicating Zn-TPP is selective to 
NH3.  

 

3.6.2  Paper based platform for sensing CO2 and NH3 of different concentrations: 

        Figure 3.5(a) shows the scanned images of pre- and post-sensing paper platform for 

detecting dissolved CO2 and NH3 of different concentrations. The four blocks on the paper 

platform were functionalized with cresol red ion pair, pyranine ion pair, methyl red and 

phenolphthalein, respectively. In each block, the first row was left untouched after dye 

functionalization as reference. Dissolved CO2 solutions of three concentrations (147 ppm, 

14.7 ppm, and 1.47 ppm) were injected into three different rows of cresol ion pair and 

pyranine ion pair functionalized blocks; similarly, NH3 solutions of three concentrations 

(1700 ppm, 17 ppm, and 0.17 ppm) were injected into three different rows in methyl red and 

phenolphthalein functionalized blocks. Figure 3.5(b) plotted the RGB color distribution of all 

the sensing areas in all blocks. In each dye block, the RGB color distribution varied with 

analyte concentration. It is found that the sensitivity of this platform was limited by the 

standard error of RGB read-out and not by the sensing dye themselves. If in the 

measurement, the change of RGB value is equal or below the value of standard error, this 

sample cannot be distinguished from the reference. When very low concentration of NH3 

(0.17 ppm) or CO2 (1.47 ppm) was injected to the sensing areas, the RGB patterns were 
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approaching the reference RGB pattern and RGB readout difference was within the standard 

error, thus this concentration could not be well distinguished. This corresponds to the lower 

limit of detection for NH3 is around 17 ppm, for CO2 is around 14.7 ppm for this 

experiment. Figure 3.5 (c) plotted the changes of RGB verses the change of analyte 

concentration in different dye blocks. The values of R, G, B are the average of four repeated 

measurements. From Figure 3.5(c), it is observed that the change of RGB values exhibited 

difference for different dyes. For example, for CO2 sensing, R, B of pyranine ion pair varied 

linearly with decreasing concentration, while for cresol red ion pair, R, G showed this 

linearity. Similar observation was obtained in methyl red and phenolphthalein blocks for 

NH3 sensing.  

        For sensing NH3 of different concentrations, the NH3 selective dye Zn-TPP was 

substituted by phenolphthalein due to its relative insignificant color change to the present of 

NH3 [130]. The plot of RGB change vs. analyte concentration in Figure 3.5 (c) can be used 

as a calibration chart when NH3 or CO2 solution of unknown concentration is detected. The 

difference in R, G, B for different dyes can help determine the analyte concentration more 

accurately. The accuracy of calibration chart can be further improved by repeated measuring 

NH3 and CO2 solution in broader concentration range.  

3.6.3 PCA analysis result: 

        Principle Component Analysis was done in MATLAB on the sensing results in Figure 

3.5(b), the obtained principle components PC1 and PC2 were plotted in Figure 3.6. In Figure 

3.6, the points of principal components were aggregated into two separated clusters. The 

green circle cluster represents the responses from sensing CO2 of different concentrations 
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and the blue rectangle cluster represents the responses of sensing NH3 of different 

concentrations. Within green cluster, a decreasing trend was observed with decreasing CO2 

concentration, while within the blue cluster, an increasing trend was observed with 

decreasing NH3 concentration. These two clusters are completely separated in the plot, 

which provides a clear discrimination between NH3 and CO2. This analysis method will 

further extend the capability of paper based sensing platform for sensing multiple analytes 

simultaneously.  
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Figure 3.5: Sensing different concentrations of CO2 (147 ppm, 14.7 ppm, 1.47 ppm) and NH3 (1700 

ppm, 17 ppm, 0.17 ppm): (a) image of four sensing blocks on paper platform; (b) color distribution 

(RGB) of sensing areas of all blocks; and (c) RGB vs. analyte concentration for four different dyes. 

For each analyte concentration measurement, four data points were collected and averaged.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Principle component analysis (PCA) of CO2 and NH3 sensing results. From all the plots, it 

is found that the color change of each dye vary with different CO2 and NH3 concentration. Responses 

of CO2 and NH3 can be distinguished by PCA. 
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3.7 Summary 

        In this chapter, we showed a new way for patterning paper-based devices by using a 

hydrophobic silicone water repellent spray. This technique is easy, effective and 

environmentally friendly, and can be considered as one of the cost-effective techniques 

among others, which include wax printing and inkjet printing. The hydrophobic silicone can 

create a strong hydrophobic barrier on any hydrophilic substrate. It can be used to alter the 

hydrophobicity on one-dimensional substrate, such as thread, or any other non-

uniform/deformed surface, which cannot be achieved by wax or inkjet printing. Due to its 

fast spreading on hydrophilic substrate, immediate heating is required to prevent over-

spreading of silicone into undesired area. 

        In our experiment, we have functionalized this paper platform with CO2 and NH3 

sensitive dyes and showed its performance in selective sensing of dissolved CO2 and NH3 

and at different concentrations. The sensitivity and selectivity of this sensor platform, as well 

as the categories of detectable analytes can be further improved by including more 

chemoresponsive dyes without adding the complexity in fabrication. For optical readout, 

flatbed scanner is employed to record sensor images and RGB color information is used for 

data quantification. However, the sensitivity of this paper platform is limited by the RGB 

color readout from the scanned images processed in Matlab. Other color models, such as 

HSV (hue, saturation, value) or CMYK model can be used to improve the color 

discriminative capability. Moreover the sensitivity of the imager in the scanner also limits the 

sensitivity which could also be improved with a high quality scanning machine. Machine 

learning methods can also be applied to classify the responses from different analytes which 

will be basis of future work. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Fiber based optical sensor for gastric gas sensing 

 

       In this Chapter, a gastric gas sensor based on conjoined dual optical fibers functionalized 

with sensitive optical dyes for sensing gases in both fluidic and gaseous environments is 

developed. The sensor aims to sense various concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) and 

ammonia (NH3), which are two significant biomarkers of H. pylori infection in the stomach. 

It is known that CO2 and NH3 are released during the hydrolysis of urea by H. pylori, a 

bacterium that may cause stomach cancer with relatively high probability. CO2 and NH3 

sensitive optical dyes, cresol red ion pair and zinc tetraphenylporphyrin, are embedded in 

silica beads and then functionalized onto the thin PDMS-coated fiber tip. Each type of dye 

provides a unique spectral emission response when excited with light ranging from 450 to 

700 nm. Two SMA connector legs of the as-functionalized sensor are connected to an 

external light source for illumination and a ultraviolet-visible-near infrared (UV-Vis-NIR) 

spectrometer for signal collection/readout. To perform the measurements, one fiber 

illuminates while the other fiber collects the back-scattered light and feeds it to the UV-Vis-

Objective: The objective of this work is to develop a gas sensor for direct detection of 

dissolved ammonia and carbon dioxide in gastric acid that can eventually be integrated 

with a tethered capsule endoscope. Towards this goal, we present a gastric gas sensor 

based on conjoined dual optical fibers functionalized with sensitive optical dyes for 

sensing gases in both fluidic and gaseous environments.  
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NIR spectrometer to measure the change in light spectrum as a function of CO2 or NH3 

concentration. This method is easy and flexible and achieves ppm level sensitivity to targeted 

gas analytes. The proposed sensor can be integrated into a customized tethered capsule for 

adjunctive diagnosis of H. pylori infection to improve the accuracy of visual endoscopic 

inspection.  

4.1 Introduction 

        H.pylori bacterium is known to be a likely cause of type B gastritis [131] and peptic 

ulcer [132] in the human stomach [133]. With H.pylori infection, the chances that the 

patients may develop stomach cancer are very high [134]. According to the study of 

Plummer et al., H.pylori infection-induced gastric cancer alone contributed to more than 5% 

of the total number of cancer cases in the world [135], [136]. Furthermore, the potential 

impact of H.pylori infection can be seen from the fact that close to half of the human 

population are carriers of H.pylori [137].  

        Various techniques are available to detect H.pylori infection, including invasive and 

non-invasive techiniques, depending on whether or not endoscopy is required [132]. Some 

commonly used invasive techniques include histological evaluation, polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR), and the rapid urease test (RUT), with test samples obtained during 

endoscopy. Histology collects gastric biopsy specimens from antrum and corpus and applies 

several stain techniques on these samples for H.pylori detection [138]. Culturing of H.pylori 

on fresh gastric biopsy specimen is used as a specific H.pylori detection method [139]. PCR 

is useful when the specimen is small with few H.pylori bacteria [140]. RUT is carried out by 

presenting urea in the H.pylori infected biopsy and by examining the byproduct of the sample 
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(CO2 and NH3) using pH indicator [141]. Non-invasive techniques include serology, urea 

breath test (UBT), and stool antigen test (SAT). Serology and SAT are all based on enzyme 

immunoassay principle [142], [143], while UBT detects the carbon dioxide produced by 

H.pylori hydrolyzed urea through one’s breath [144]. None of the existing techniques, based 

on either biopsy of specimens obtained directly from the stomach, or from examination of the 

byproducts related to H.pylori infection, provide all the required features of convenience, 

rapid response and low cost in the same test platform. For example, histology needs a long 

examination procedure, PCR also takes long and is not effective at distinguishing between a 

living or dead bacteria, while RUT suffers from low sensitivity [132].  

        An alternative way to detect H.pylori infection is through direct examination of the 

amount of gas byproduct by H.pylori infection. A healthy human stomach contains around 

6000 to 7000 ppm of CO2 [145], and 20 to 50ppm of NH3 on average [146], [147]. While in 

infected human stomach, H.pylori converts urea into CO2 and NH3, resulting in excessive 

amount of gas [148]. According to the study of Yang et al, the NH3 level in H.pylori infected 

stomach can be as high as 200 ppm [147]. The amount of CO2 produced by H.pylori is half 

of that of NH3 according to the urea hydrolysis formula [149], and this amount of CO2 is 

small compared with the background CO2 in stomach. Thus, to measure CO2 produced by 

H.pylori, it is important to void the background CO2 in the stomach before measurement. For 

example, this can be achieved by performing a measurement of the rate of increase of CO2 

over time after administration of water in empty stomach.  

        In our work, we built a gastric gas sensor based on the functionalized optical fiber with 

optical dyes sensitive to CO2 and NH3, which is aimed to be integrated into the tethered 
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capsule endoscopy (TCE) for visual inspection of the inner lining of the esophagus and the 

stomach. The TCE was built using medical grade plastic capsule, which can be made into 

different sizes according to the physiology of patients [150]. The capsule was made precisely 

to be the same size as a standard capsule for ease of swallowing [150]. The imaging system 

incorporated six multimode optical fibers to collect the backscattered light. It has been 

evaluated for Barretts esophagus detection and early esophagus cancer diagnostics [151], 

[152]. Taking advantage of the illumination system of TCE, one of the imaging fibers can be 

replaced with the proposed sensing fiber. The modified TCE with gastric gas sensor can 

improve the accuracy of screening for the presence and the severity of H.pylori infection by 

combining gas sensor data with visual inspection images. The critical step is to ensure that 

the gastric sensor in contact with analytes when TCE is in the stomach. As a first step 

towards that goal, we have developed a stand-alone functionalized optical fiber- based gastric 

gas sensor that is compatible for future integration into TCE in terms of use of fiber for 

delivery and capture of light and for its size and flexibility. The functionalization is based on 

our prior work on saliva-based diagnostics for detection of CO2 and NH3 [124], [128]. This 

chapter describes the design, fabrication, test and characterization of a fiber-based gastric gas 

sensor for the screening of H.pylori infection.  

4.2 Principle of Operation 

        The prototype of a stand-alone optical fiber-based gastric gas sensor compatible with 

TCE is shown in Figure 4.1. Taking advantage of the configuration and operating principle of 

this tethered capsule endoscope, this fiber based gastric gas sensor can be easily integrated 

into this tethered capsule. At the same time, it also collects sensing information from 

backscattered light. The sensor consists of two multimode fibers conjoined together as one 
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unit. Optical dyes loaded in beads are functionalized on the tip of the conjoined fiber. 

Illumination light is provided from one fiber while backscattered light is collected from the 

other. Both light source and optical data collection units are external. It is noteworthy to 

mention that in our previous study on saliva-based diagnostics, it was found that cresol red 

ion pair and Zn-TPP are selectively sensitive to CO2 and NH3, respectively [124], [128]. 

ZnTPP are metalloporphyrins with a metal center (Zinc in case of ZnTPP) coupled to 

porphyrins with the teraphenyl functional group. Porphyrins are intense chromophores. 

Coordination reaction with ligand amine molecules bound to Zn metal center in this dye 

manifests a color change on the chromophore. Ammonia is detected due to the coordination 

of NH3 molecules to the Zn ion in this immobilized metalloporphyrin. Ammonia acts as a 

lewis base donating its free electron pair, making the use of ZnTPP for detection of ammonia 

as a most favorable colorimetric dye choice. Cresol red is a pH sensitive dye, which can 

respond to the changes in Brønsted acidity due to the interation between CO2 and ion pair 

[128]. Thus, choosing these two dyes as sensing elements has significant advantage over the 

commonly used pH indicator dyes, which exhibit non- specific sensitivity to most acid and 

base.  
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Figure 4.1:The potential application of functionalized optical fiber  into tethered capsule endoscope 

to help detect H.pylori infection. The products of H.pylori metabolism are the elevated levels of 

gastric gases (i.e. CO2 and NH3).  

4.3 Sensor fabrication  

4.3.1 Preparation of optical dyes and analytes 

        The Zn-TPP solution was prepared by dissolving 25.6 mg of Zn-TPP powder (Sigma 

Aldrich) in 3 mL of toluene. Then the mixture of Zn-TPP and toluene was stirred on a stirrer 

for 2 hours to allow Zn-TPP powder to be fully dissolved in toluene [153]. To encapsulate 

Zn-TPP into resin microbeads (sphere with diamater of 30-50 um), the prepared Zn-TPP 

solution was poured into 375 mg cation exchange resin microbeads (Sigma-Aldrich). 5 mL 

deionized water was added into the mixture of Zn-TPP solution and resin beads. The 
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resulting mixture was again stirred on a stirrer for 5 hours at room temperature [128]. After 

that it was observed under microscope that the resin microbeads were filled with Zn-TPP 

dyes.  

        The procedure for preparing cresol red ion pair solution was described in detail in a 

previous work [153]. Two solutions, named solution A and solution B were prepared 

separately. Solution A was prepared by dissolving 24 mg of cresol red powder in 22.5 mL of 

0.1 mol NaOH. Solution B was made by adding 3 mL of toluene into 37.39 mg 

tetraoctylammo- nium bromide (ToABr). The cresol red ion pair solution was obtained by 

extracting the organic phase of the mixture of solution A and solution B. Similar to the Zn-

TPP encapsu- lation process, cresol red ion pair solution was poured into 560 mg anion 

exchange resin microbeads (Sigma-Aldrich). The mixture of these two was stirred on the 

stirrer for 5 hours at room temperature to ensure full encapsulation of dyes in microbeads 

[128].  

        Dissolved CO2 solution was prepared by bubbling pure CO2 gas into deionized water 

for 1 hour to obtain saturated CO2 solution. To obtain dissolved CO2 solution of differ- ent 

concentrations, the saturated CO2 solution contained in four different bottles were diluted by 

different amount of deionized water. By measuring the pH of the four diluted carbon dioxide 

solution, the corresponding CO2 concentrations were calculated. These were 2 ppm, 20 ppm, 

200 ppm. 

4.3.2 Sensor fabrication process 

        Two gas sensors, one for CO2 and one for NH3, were fabricated separately following 
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the same procedure. For fabricating one gas sensor, the two customized optical fibers 

(Thorlabs, FG200UCC, diameter: 200 um, length: 1 m) were used. Each fiber was 

encapsulated with a SMA (SubMiniature version A, Thorlabs, SMA905) connector at one 

end while the other end was flat cleaved without jacketing. Figure 4.2 shows all the 

necessary materials for sensor fabrication. Two single fibers (diameter: 200 um) with 

cladding were aligned in parallel and were combined together using silicone glue (Figure 4.2-

ii). The tip of combined fibers was dipped into as-prepared PDMS mixture (Figure 4.2-iii). 

Care was taken to coat only a thin layer of PDMS on top of the tip. After that, this PDMS 

coated tip was dipped into cluster of solvent-free dye-contained beads (either Cresol red ion 

pair beads or Zn-TPP beads) several times until the beads were attached to the PDMS layer 

(Figure 4.2-iv). In this case, the PDMS layer serves as the glue to bind beads to the fiber tip. 

The as-coated beads were half-immersed in the PDMS layer and half-exposed to the air to 

ensure effective absorption of the dissolved or gaseous analytes in the experiment. The as-

fabricated fiber sensor was left untouched for 24 hours under room temperature before use to 

allow the PDMS layer to cure fully. This step is necessary to completely immobilize the 

functionalized beads at the tip of the conjoined dual-fiber sensor. Thus, the as-fabricated 

fiber sensor will have one combined tip functionalized with dye-contained beads and two 

separate legs with SMA connectors.  
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Figure 4.2: Sensor fabrication process: (i) two customized optical fiber with  flat cleaved ends; (ii) 

the sensor is made by physically combining two single fibers together into one using sillicone glue; 

(iii) a thin layer of PDMS is then coated onto the combined end of bifurcated fiber; and (iv) the gas 

sensing beads with optical dyes are coated onto the thin PDMS layer; silicone glue, PDMS and 

micro-beads are shown below.  

 

4.4 Experimental set up 

        Figure 4.3 shows the schematic of the experimental set up. The gas chamber used in the 

experiment has a volume of 250 mL, with one inlet and one outlet, which allows analyte to 

flow in and out simultaneously. The inlet and outlet can be closed to seal the chamber. This 

set up can be used for sensing both dissolved and gaseous CO2 or NH3. The sensing tip of 

the conjoined dual-fiber sensor was inserted into a gas chamber from the top, while the two 

SMA legs were brought outside. One leg of the sensor was connected to a white LED to 
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obtain excitation light for the sensor, while the other leg was connected to a Ultraviolet-

Visible-Near Infrared (UV-Vis-NIR) spectrometer (Ocean Optics). The illumination light 

provided by one fiber was scattered by the optical dye-contained beads at the sensing tip, 

which was then fed to the spectrometer through the other fiber. The wavelengths collected 

are within the visible light spectrum, ranging from 450 nm to 700nm.  

        For sensing the dissolved CO2 or NH3, two sensors, one with cresol red ion pair 

functionalized sensing tip, and the other with Zn-TPP functionalized tip, were inserted into 

the gas chamber one at a time to detect CO2 and NH3 separately. The procedures of 

detecting CO2 or NH3 were similar. The chamber was pre-filled with 50 mL of deionized 

water and the sensing tip was immersed in the water without touching the bottom of the 

chamber. The solutions containing different concentrations of CO2 or NH3 starting from 

lower concen- tration, was pumped into the pre-filled deionized water in the chamber using 

micro-pump. The dissolved gas of different concentrations was transferred into the chamber 

through the inlet tube, gradually diffusing through the flow to the sensing tip, and flowing 

out of the chamber through the outlet tube. On average, it takes 15 minutes for the 

background de-ionized water to be saturated with the desired gas concentration. The sensor 

responses were recorded by spectrometer, from which the changes of different wavelengths 

ranging from 450 to 700 nm could be distinguished.  

        For sensing gaseous CO2 or NH3, the sensor tip is sus- pended in the middle of the 

chamber and the pulses of gas, either CO2 or NH3, were subsequently injected into the 

chamber through the inlet of the chamber. The inlet is connected to a gas flow meter to 

control the gas flow rate and the concentration of gas is controlled by the duration of gas 
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flow. The outlet of the chamber was left open to test the sensor responses to a subsequent gas 

pulses and later closed to sense the accumulated responses of analyte gas. The corresponding 

changes in the spectroscopic signature was recorded by the external spectrometer 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Experimental set up: (a) as functionalized fiber sensor is inserted into a sealed chamber 

with inlet and outlet for gas/flow; the two SMA connector legs of the fiber sensor are connected to 

spectrometer and light source, respectively; and (b) real image of experimental set up.  
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4.5 Sensor performance  

        In Figure 4.4, the full spectrum responses (450 nm to 700 nm) of cresol red ion pair or 

Zn-TPP functionalized sensors to the CO2 or NH3 in fluidic environment were plotted as the 

transmittance verses wavelengths. Figure 4.4(a) shows the response of cresol red ion pair to 

two different concentrations of CO2 (20 ppm and 100 ppm), with the largest response 

observed in the range of 550 nm to 640 nm. Similarly, in Figure 4.4(b), the response of Zn-

TPP to NH3 (20 ppm and 40 ppm) is plotted. In both cases, the magnitude change of the 

whole spectrum results from the color change of optical dyes. In the case of sensing CO2 and 

NH3, cresol red ion pair changes color from purple to yellow, while Zn-TPP from green to 

brown, respectively. Each optical dye has its maximum responses at different wavelength 

range. The magnitude of responses depends on the concentrations of these analytes. The 

advantage of looking into the whole spectrum is to observe the overall effect of change in 

color and extracting the wavelength or a range of wavelengths, where most discerning 

responses can be obtained.  

4.5.1 Sensing dissolved CO2 and NH3 

        Figure 4.5 shows the sensing performance of cresol red ion pair or Zn-TPP 

functionalized fiber sensors under fluidic environment. The Y axis in Figure 4.5 represents 

the percentage change of light transmission intensity when adding different concentrations of 

analyte, compared with the original spectrum. In Figure 4.5(a), the change of two 

wavelengths, 550 nm and 580 nm, is plotted to represent the typical responses of cresol red 

ion pair functionalized sensor to dissolved CO2. It is shown that cresol red ion pair 

functionalized sensor can detect a wide range of concentration of dissolved CO2 from 

relatively low concentration (2ppm) to relatively high concentration (2000 ppm). The inset 
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figure in Fig. 5(a) enlarges the sensor response to dissolved CO2 from 2 ppm to 200 ppm. 

From Figure 4.5(a), it can be observed that when the concentration of dissolved CO2 is 

below 200 ppm, the signal magnitude changes at two wavelengths (550 nm and 580 nm) are 

closely related. However, in high concentration environment (2000 ppm), the signal 

magnitude change at these two wavelengths varies. In Figure 4.5(b), the response of Zn-TPP 

functionalized sensor to dissolved NH3 of different concentrations from 1 ppm to 100 ppm is 

represented by the signal magnitude change at the two wavelengths 620 nm and 640 nm. 

Similar to that of CO2 sensing, these two wavelengths (620 nm and 640 nm) showed 

increasing signal magnitude with increasing NH3 concentration. In Figure 4.5, the slope of 

sensor response was caused by the diffusion of analyte from inlet to the sensor tip and the 

time duration of this slope corresponds to the time needed for the background to reach 

desired analyte concentration. The sensing result in Figure 4.5 demonstrates the suitability of 

this gastric sensor by showing its capability in sensing wide range of CO2 and NH3.  
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Figure 4.4. Normalized transmission spectra (450 nm to 700 nm) of the sensor exposed  to different 

concentration of gastric gases: (a) CO2 of concentrations 20 ppm and 100 ppm; and (b) NH3 of 

concentrations 20 ppm and 40 ppm.  
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Figure 4.5: Normalized sensor responses when exposed to different concentration of gastric gases 

(dissolved CO2 and NH3): (a) CO2 of concentrations 2 ppm, 20 ppm, 200 ppm, 2000 ppm, the inset 

figure shows the enlarged image of sensor response to 2 ppm, 20 ppm, 200 ppm CO2; (b) NH3 of 

concentrations 1 ppm, 10 ppm,100 ppm.  

 

 

Figure 4.6: Normalized sensor responses when exposed to different concentrations of gastric gases 

(gaseous CO2 and NH3), each concentration is presented twice: (a) CO2 of concentration 20 ppm, 

200 ppm, 500 ppm; and (b) NH3 of concentrations 20 ppm, 50 ppm, 200 ppm, the inserted figure 

shows the step response of NH3 gas, with increasing of 4 ppm each step.  
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4.5.2 Sensing gaseous CO2 and NH3 

    While the conjoined dual-fiber based gastric gas sensor has been shown capable in sensing 

dissolved CO2 and NH3, per- forming detection of gaseous CO2 and NH3 further extends its 

functionality. Figure 4.6 shows the responses of cresol red ion pair or Zn-TPP functionalized 

fiber sensors to gaseous CO2 or NH3 of different concentrations. Each concentration is tested 

twice to ensure a repeatable response of the sensor. In Figure 4.6(a), the cresol red ion pair 

functionalized sensor responds to gaseous CO2 of 20 ppm, 200 ppm and 500 ppm with 10%, 

35% and 50% changes in signal magnitude at 620 nm. The same experiment was performed 

on Zn-TPP functionalized sensor in sensing NH3. The sensor responded to gaseous NH3 

pulse of 20 ppm, 50 ppm and 200 ppm, as shown in Figure 4.6(b). The magnitude variation 

in the repeated test was due to the difficulty in controlling the amount of injected gas 

precisely. In the inset figure in Figure 4.6(b), the NH3 gas is injected into the sealed chamber 

with the interval of 4 ppm per injection. With the addition of NH3 injection, a step response 

in the spectrum is observed, which indicates that the sensor is able to distinguish gaseous 

NH3 with ppm level accuracy.  

        The result in Figure 4.6 shows that this fiber-based gastric sensor can be applied in both 

fluidic and gaseous environment to perform gas sensing without any further modification in 

the sensor configuration. Furthermore, the sensor can distinguish CO2 and NH3 of various 

concentrations with ppm level sensitivity in both fluidic and gaseous environment. This is 

important in enabling sensing in both fluid-filled or empty stomach environment. Compared 

with the conventional methods, for example, breath test, which also measured vapor gaseous 

byproduct due to H.pylori infection, this fiber-based gastric sensor is aimed at assisting 

traditional endoscopy imaging approach by detecting the gas products directly in the stomach 
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instead of breath or saliva during the endoscopy procedure.  

4.6 Summary 

        In this work, we showed a conjoined dual-fiber based optical sensor platform for gas 

sensing in both fluidic and gaseous environments. The sensor can detect various 

concentrations of NH3 and CO2 under back-scattered light condition at the ppm level. This 

will be the basis of future work. Finally, we believe that the proposed fiber sensor can not 

only be integrated into an endoscopy capsule, but can also be utilized stand-alone for 

detection of CO2 and NH3. By changing the types of optical dyes, this fiber based sensor 

platform can be used sense more types of gases, such as oxygen and volatile organic 

compounds. Regardless of all the merits of existing work, more improvement is needed to 

enhance the sensitivity of this sensor platform. A better signal to noise ratio can be achieved 

by increasing the intensity of excitation light. Moreover, for the fabrication, better control of 

PDMS layer thickness is needed to optimize the bead density at the tip of the fiber. Further 

more, different types of optical dyes encapsulated beads can be functionalized on the same 

fiber to simultaneously sense multiple analytes.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Colorimetric barcode sensor for food quality 

monitoring 

         

        Quality of food from production to consumption is a major barometer for whether the 

food is consumed or discarded. Arbitrary end-of-life indicators of food quality based on 

expiration date are sub-optimal and have resulted in good food being discarded or unhealthy 

food being consumed, resulting in food poisoning and debilitating health consequences. 

Majority of techniques used for food quality monitoring are single point measurements done 

discretely on few samples at sparse times during the food supply chain by qualified food 

inspectors using expensive equipment. To avoid food wastage/loss and prevent food borne 

illness, a true revolution in food quality monitoring is essential. We believe that this is 

possible by empowering the consumer with sensors for monitoring food quality to make 

smart choices. In this work, we present a disposable paper-based optical sensor arranged as 

geometric barcode with smartphone read-out for monitoring the changes in the chemical 

composition of the package environment to monitor food spoilage. These chemical changes 

are a result of change in pH and the emitted volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from food 

Objective: The objective of this work is to propose a low cost solution by repurposing the 

food’s barcode as a colorimetric sensor array to monitor food condition. A smart phone 

camera is used to read color information from the sensor barcode for quantitative estimate 

of the food quality.   
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spoilage. The sensor fabrication is low-tech and easy to perform. Different cross-reactive 

vapor sensitive dyes are first encapsulated in resin micro-beads, and then functionalized onto 

filter paper. The sensor strips are packaged with the food at the source. A smart phone is used 

to monitor color change in the geometric barcode food sensor as an indirect but continuous 

metric of food freshness or spoilage. 

5.1 Background 

        Generally, food quality is monitored during the food supply chain by qualified food 

inspectors using relatively expensive equipment. Some common techniques for food quality 

monitoring are gas chromatography [154], spectroscopy [155], electromagnetic interrogation 

[156], ultrasound interrogation [157] and chemical sensing using electronic nose [158]. 

However, regardless of the fine accuracy of these systems, they are neither cost effective nor 

user friendly for direct use by consumers to monitor the food quality at point of consumption. 

Consumers usually judge whether food is acceptable for consumption by looking at the 

expiration date, which is sub-optimal and has resulted in healthy food being discarded or 

unhealthy food being consumed [159]. If one could implement a low cost sensor platform 

that could objectively provide the consumer with the information on whether the food is 

healthy for consumption, it would be a significant step in avoiding global food wastage and 

in preventing food borne illness. 

        In recent years, several research groups have successfully employed colorimetric sensor 

arrays based on various optical dyes [160][161][162]. These sensor arrays have shown 

sensitivity to sub-ppm levels of target gases in their environment [53]. The most commonly 

used optical dyes for colorimetric sensors are metalloporphyrins, Brønsted acid/base dyes, 

solvatochromic dyes, and redox indicators [54]. They have been utilized for sensing volatile 
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organic compounds [39], environmental pollutants [163], and toxic industrial chemicals [45]. 

Interestingly, the volatile gases that the foods emanate can be used to estimate its freshness 

and quality. This has been the basis of many sensor platforms utilized for food sensing. Li et 

al. has incorporated a variety of optical dyes, including pH indicators, Lewis acid and natural 

dyes into inorganic support materials to monitor the gas products of meat spoilage [164].  

Similar ideas have been used for monitoring the freshness of pork [165], fish [166] and 

chicken [167] under the package atmosphere. While these colorimetric sensor arrays have 

shown promise for food monitoring, they are still not amenable for direct consumer use due 

to the need for expensive and bulky accessory to sample and deliver food-related gases to 

sensors, and of the optical readout instrumentation. Moreover the cost of fabrication in 

making some of these sensors may be cost prohibitive for many food items. In this work, we 

demonstrate a low cost easy to use sensor platform using colorimetric sensor arrays with 

mobile phone camera based readout for direct consumer use at point of consumption. 

        There are plenty of advantages of using mobile phones for optical readout. First, in 

some of the less developed regions of the world, where there is little or no electricity, there 

are more mobile phones than landlines. Many of these phones have cameras with sufficient 

color and image resolution for scientific imaging. In fact, smart phone for medical 

diagnostics have already been proposed. For example, smart phone has been successfully 

used in a number of chemical and biological sensing applications [168] [169] [170]. Some 

examples include using smartphone as sensor read out of pattern change on a paper-based 

blood typing sensor [171] and of colorimetric detection of pH change in sweat and saliva 

[172]. Smartphone implemented fluorimeter has been successfully used for detecting specific 

nucleic acid sequence in a liquid sample [140]. It is shown that the color information 
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captured by smart phone can be represented using various RGB color models, such as HSL 

or CIE. Some smartphone application algorithm has also been developed to directly quantify 

color information in the smartphone interface [174]. It has been proven that the smartphone-

based colorimetric detection scheme can achieve the same accuracy as a benchtop 

spectrometer [175]. The successful use of smartphone shows promise for realization of low 

cost sensor platforms leveraging existing consumer devices as a substitute for an otherwise 

expensive scientific instrumentation. 

        Combining the advantages of optical dyes for gas sensing and smartphone detection, we 

present a disposable paper-based colorimetric geometric barcode sensor for monitoring food 

quality. The sensor is fabricated by stamping dye-encapsulated silica beads that are pH and 

VOC responsive on a paper substrate in geometric shapes resembling a barcode. The as-

fabricated sensor can be directly attached to the surface of the food (e.g. meat) or onto the 

inner lining of the food package to monitor its condition. The sensor then changes its color 

based on the volatiles emanating from the food, which is trapped inside the sealed package. 

For readout, any smart phone with a camera is used to capture the images of the sensing 

barcode, and a built in app which directly measures the color change in this sensing barcode 

using image processing to generate quantitative results. Compared to the existing work on 

food monitoring, our sensor platform has several advantages. First, the sensor fabrication 

process is low cost and highly reproducible; Second, compared to electrochemical sensing 

based approach, utilizing optical dyes as sensor provides high sensitivity and rapid response 

as shown in prior work on using such dyes in gas sensing [42][160]. Moreover optical 

sensing provides natural wireless means for readout. Our approach aims to incorporate 

colorimetric dye sensing arrays into the product barcode or QR code for simultaneously 
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obtaining food UPC code and condition/quality information. Some existing bio-barcode 

applications include immobilizing small DNA molecules onto gold nanoparticles to form a 

barcode for pathogen detection [176] or converting photoluminescence spectrum of 

nanoporous anodic alumina into barcode [177]. The more popular QR code is able to store 

more information and is highly compatible with smartphone readout. Compared with 

monochrome barcode, colorful QR code has the advantage of increasing the data rate and 

lowering the error rate [178], which provides the promise of making the colorful QR code 

using optical dyes. The convenience of using smartphone for scientific readout makes it 

amenable for use by consumers at home. Third, in terms of fabrication, we employ the resin 

encapsulation of the colorimetric optical dyes, which prevents food contamination from dye 

leakage. Finally, we can apply machine learning approaches on colorimetric data to provide 

accurate assessment of food quality. For proof of principle, we utilized the principle 

component analysis (PCA) on the quantitative data from packaged chicken meat where we 

can not only monitor spoilage status of the chicken each day, but also at an interval of every 

hour, making this a very sensitive platform for food condition monitoring.  

5.2 Sensor fabrication 

5.2.1 Preparation of colorimetric beads 

        Bromocresol purple, Bromothymol blue and cresol red were used for  pH sensing. Nile 

red, Zn-TPP and Methyl red were used for sensing emanating gases from meat. The 

procedures of preparing Bromocresol purple, Bromothymol blue, cresol red, Methyl red and 

Nile red micro-beads solutions are similar: 25 mg of each dye powder was first dissolved in 5 

mL of de-ionized water, and this mixture was stirred on the a magnetic stirrer for 20 min 

before being poured into 256 mg of anion exchange resin micro-beads (Sigma Aldrich). The 
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resulting mixture was stirred again on magnetic stirrer for 2 hours at room temperature to fill 

the resin micro-beads with optical dyes. The method of preparing Zn-TPP beads solution is 

described in detail in our previous work [124]. Briefly, 25.6 mg of Zn-TPP powder was first 

dissolved in 3 mL of toluene and stirred on a magnetic stirrer for 2 hours to ensure good 

dissolution. The dye solution was poured into 256 mg cation exchange resin microbeads. The 

resulting mixture was again stirred on a stirrer for 2 hours at room temperature to fill the 

microbeads with optical dyes. The as-prepared Zn-TPP micro-beads solution was left in the 

fume hood over-night for toluene to evaporate. 3 mL of de-ionized water is added into the 

dried Zn-TPP micro-beads 

5.2.2 Stamping technique 

        The sensor fabrication process is described conceptually in Figure 5.1 As shown in 

Figure 5.1(a), the micro-beads containing various optical dyes were prepared based on a 

recipe discussed in the previous section.  Each category of optical dye-loaded beads is stored 

in its own container and is ready for use. A polymer mold with triangle, square and circle 

grooves was made through laser cutting (Figure 5.1b). These shapes were chosen as a 

geometric substitute for QR code to show our capability to pattern complex geometry. The 

de-gassed PDMS was poured into the as-fabricated polymer mold and cured in the oven 

under 80 °C for 5 hours. After that, the cured stamp was peeled off the mold (Figure 5.1c).  

In Figure 5.1(d), three types of dye-contained micro-beads were drop-casted on to the 

triangle, square and circle patterns of the stamp using a micro-pipette (20 uL), respectively. 

The dye-loaded microbeads organized in the geometric pattern on the stamp is simply 

attached to the double-sided tape (Figure 5.1e), to transfer them in their geometric pattern 

onto the tape (Figure 5.1f). This micro-beads-attached tape was then attached to filter paper 
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(as protective covering and a barrier) to complete device fabrication. The image of as-

fabricated device is shown in Figure 5.1(h). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Device fabrication process: (a) dye-contained resin micro-beads, various dyes can be 

encapsulated based on specific application, each optical dye shown here with different color is loaded 

individually in different reservoirs; (b) plastic template made by laser cutter; (c) PDMS mold made 

using template shown in (b); (d) sensing beads are drop-casted onto the PDMS mold; (f) a piece of 

double-sided tape which serves as a sensor substrate is attached to the PDMS mold; (f) the tape with 

beads a repeeled off from the PDMS mold; (g) the tape with beads attached to a piece of filter paper; 

(h) image of as-fabricated device; (i) another plastic template made through same procedure for 

another pattern spelling TUFTS ; (j) image of as-fabricated beads pattern on paper using the template 

in (i). 
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5.3 Data detection and processing  

        The images of geometric barcode sensors are taken by smartphone camera (Apple 

iPhone was used in this study). Ambient illumination is used for imaging. These colorimetric 

images are imported into MATLAB for image processing to extract the R, G, B channel 

intensities of different sensing dyes at different times. An app that performs color extraction 

directly on the phone or in the cloud could also be employed and will be explored in the 

future [179](Oncescu et al., 2014). As described previously, the triangle, square and circle 

patterns correspond to different sensing dyes. The obtained R, G, B values for each dye on 

the sensor are the average over the sensing areas (squares, triangles or circle) of that dye. To 

compensate for the non-uniformity in the background lighting, a calibration step is performed 

by monitoring the R, G, B channel intensity of the background region (where no optical dyes 

are present) and subtracting this background variation from the captured images of the 

sensing region. This step is performed individually for each image capture to account for the 

varying background illumination. To discriminate the sensor responses to different degrees of 

food spoilage, principle component analysis (PCA) is applied to the colorimetric data 

arranged as a vector of all the three channels of R, G, B intensities at the square, triangle and 

circle areas at different times, with three repetitions of the same measurement. For the 

proposed study, due to the choice of the dyes, we were able to discriminate sensor response 

using just the red (R) channel information. 
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5.4 Sensor characterization 

        Geometric barcode food sensor functionalized with. Bromocresol purple (rectangle), 

Bromothymol blue (triangle) and cresol red (circle) micro-beads, are made using the 

procedure described in the previous section. The pH sensing range of Bromocresol purple, 

Bromothymol blue and cresol red are pH 5.2-6.8, pH 6.0-7.6, pH 7.2-8.8, respectively. To 

study its color variation characteristic versus pH, the sensor was immersed in different pH 

solutions with pH value from 5 to 9. In each pH solution, the image of the sensor was taken 

by iPhone camera after 30 min of immersion to ensure stable color at that pH. The images of 

geometric barcode sensor under pH 5 to pH 9 are shown in Figure 5.2(a); the colors of the 

sensing areas on the sensor gradually change as the pH increases. It is found that at each pH, 

the rectangle, circle and triangle areas showed different colors, which together form a unique 

color pattern at each pH. The color changing rates at rectangle, circle and triangle areas 

correspond to the sensitivity of different dyes at different pH. For instance, the R, G, B 

channel intensities of the rectangle sensing area change faster from pH 5 to 7 than from pH 8 

to 9. This fact matches well with the sensitive pH region for the Bromocresol Purple dye. 

Same trend can be observed on the circle and triangle sensing areas, where the most apparent 

color change happens at the pH sensitive range of cresol red and Bromothymol blue. 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was used as a simple machine learning algorithm to 

demonstrate classification based on R, G and B component for each optical dye. Figure 
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5.2(b) showed the PCA analysis on the collected color information of Bromocresol purple, 

Bromothymol blue and cresol red at different pH. The PCA results clearly distinguished the 

sensor responses of different samples at different pH. Combining the color images and PCA 

analysis, GBFS-1 can visually and quantitatively distinguish different pH through a 

smartphone-based detection methods.  

 

Figure 5.2: pH sensing: (a) Geometric barcode sensor with Bromocresol purple (rectangle), 

Bromothymol blue (triangle) and cresol red (circle) was immersed in petri-dishes with different pH 

solutions in sequence (from pH 5 to pH 9) and images of GBFS-1 in different pH solutions were 

taken by iPhone camera for visualizing changes of color in all sensing areas from pH 5 to pH 9; (b) 

PCA analysis on Bromocresol purple (rectangle), Bromothymol blue (triangle) and cresol red (circle) 

sensing results. 

 

 

5.5 Chicken spoilage sensing 

5.5.1 Principle of operation 
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        Figure 5.3 describes the procedure of using smart phone diagnostic sensing system to 

detect the spoilage status of the chicken as an example. The as-fabricated barcode sensor can 

be placed on the surface of the raw chicken meat or on the inner lining of the package. To 

monitor the spoilage status of that packaged chicken, a smart phone is employed to take 

images of the barcode sensor. The photos of the barcode sensors are sent to MATLAB for 

image processing. Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) component of each pixel in the image is 

extracted to quantify color change. The extracted R, G, B values of the specific dyes on 

barcode sensors can be compared objectively with pre-obtained R, G, B characterization 

curves of all dyes to estimate the freshness of this chicken. Such images can be taken by 

anyone during the food supply chain from the food inspector, the grocer and the consumer 

until the food is unpacked and consumed. The result can serve as an important reference to 

decide if this chicken is suitable for consumption or should be discarded. It can also help to 

estimate the shelf life of the food based on existing knowledge base of food quality 

degradation with time under similar storage conditions. 
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of device application as food quality sensor. The sensor can be attached to the 

surface of the meat or placed onto the inside lining of the package. The status of the meat product can 

be monitored using smartphone by taking a photo of the sensor. The color information is extracted 

from the photo and compared with the standard chart to decide the quality of meat. 

 

5.5.2 Spoilage sensing with varying temperature 

        For proof of demonstration, a simple geometric barcode as shown in Figure 5.1 was 

implemented in lieu of a QR code. Barcode sensors functionalized with Nile red (rectangle), 

Zn-TPP (triangle) and Methyl red (circle) microbeads are used to monitor raw chicken meat 

spoilage status. Nile red and Zn-TPP are sensitive to broad cross-section of VOCs, including 

ethanol, methanol, toluene, etc [180](Barnard et al. 1991) [42](Rakow et al. 2000). Zn-TPP is 
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also sensitive to ammonia [153](Chen et al. 2015), which is a typical chemical byproduct 

sensed during chicken spoilage among other VOCs [181](Balamatsia et al. 2007). Methyl red 

is a pH indicator dye with sensing range from pH 4.4- 6.2, which covers the natural pH 

change range from meat spoilage [182](Vidal-Carou et al. 1990). The as-fabricated barcode 

sensor has a total sensing area of 1cm by 1cm, as shown in Figure 5.4a-i. Barcode sensor was 

placed on the surface of a piece of fresh chicken meat such that the filter paper side is in 

contact with the meat, and then packaged with a plastic wrap (Figure 5.4a-ii). This prevents a 

direct contact of the beads with the meat while providing permeability to gases emanating 

from the chicken. Conversely, one could also attach the barcode sensor to the inner lining of 

the plastic wrapping. The images of barcode sensor on fresh (Figure 5.4a-iii) and spoiled 

(Figure 5.4a-iv) chicken were taken for comparing the color change inside the rectangle, 

circle and triangle sensing areas. The evaluation of this sensor involves recreating varying 

conditions for food spoilage. One such condition is based on temperature. It is well known 

that meat needs refrigeration to prolong its shelf life and will degrade or decompose rapidly 

at room and higher temperatures. We used the sensor's ability to monitor spoilage in this case 

from different temperature fluctuations. 

    The experiment consisted of placing barcode sensors on 9 different pieces of chicken meat 

to form sampling groups. For comparison, those samples are divided into three groups kept 

under different temperature conditions. The 1st group of samples are kept under room 

temperature (20 °C) and the 2nd group of samples are kept in the refrigerator  (5 °C), while 

the 3rd group of samples are cycled alternately between refrigerator and room temperature at 

the interval of 24 hours. During 5 days observation, the images of all groups of samples were 

taken four times a day, with two hours interval in between the reading. The R channel 
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intensities of all the sensing areas on all the sensors under different temperature conditions 

are extracted since it shows the most sensitivity. However for other food groups, information 

from all the channels (R, G and B) may be needed for finer discrimination. For quantitative 

analysis, PCA analysis is applied on the R channel intensity of all the sensing areas to 

differentiate responses under different conditions and different days, as shown in Figure 5.4 

(b) to (g). In Figure 5.4(b), the responses of barcode sensors under different temperature 

conditions were categorized into three groups. The sensor responses to 5 °C and 20 °C can be 

clearly distinguished, while the responses to 5 °C /20 °C fell into both groups. The results 

indicated that the sensor could easily distinguish chicken status according to the varying 

spoilage rate of chicken under different temperatures. Meanwhile, the sensor's responses to 5 

°C /20 °C verified that it could monitor spoilage even under complex temperature modulation 

of the meat. Figure 5.4 (c) to (e) represent the daily response of barcode sensor on chicken 

samples under 20 °C, 5 °C and 5 °C /20 °C. Under all temperature conditions, it is observed 

that the spoilage status of the chicken samples experienced a significant daily change, which 

can be used to predict the age, which corresponds directly to the freshness of the chicken 

meat. To further explore the sensor's sensitivity within a day, in Figure 5.4(f), the sensor's 

hourly responses under 20 °C were distinguished using markers of different colors and 

shapes. In the case of 20 °C, the difference in hourly response is large earlier in the duration 

(day 1, day 2) due to the faster spoilage rate. As chicken spoils further, the sensor response 

becomes saturated and it is harder to differentiate the responses from day 3, 4 and 5 in our 

example. 
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5.5.3 Freshness sensing  

        Another experiment was performed by keeping the chicken samples in the freezer (-

5°C) for 2 weeks. It is known that meat retains its freshness when frozen. The images of 

barcode sensor were taken on the 1st, 4th, 7th, 10th and the 13th day. The extracted R 

channels intensities are analyzed and presented in Figure 5.4 (g). We observe that the 

sensors' responses at the end of the 4th, 7th,10th and 13th day fell in the same data group as 

the first day response, indicating that the spoilage status of these chicken samples during two 

weeks' observation matches the fact that the chicken is in fact unspoiled during the two 

weeks it was in the freezer and is of acceptable quality for consumption. As a food sensor, 

we show that barcode sensor can clearly indicate both fresh and spoiled status on chicken, 

which could then be traced back to underlying cause of chicken spoilage, which in our case 

was based on temperature modulation. Other causes of meat spoilage could be monitored as 

well such as leakage or air exposure, or contamination with bacteria, since these are expected 

to alter the chemical composition of the gases they naturally emanate.  

        As shown here, the colorimetric sensor array can predict the freshness and also track 

daily and hourly changes in the food spoilage. While the work here was limited to chicken, it 

can be easily extended to other meats. The spoilage rate and profile of different meats can be  
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Figure 5.4: Geometric barcode sensor for monitoring chicken spoilage under different temperature 

conditions. (a): (i) image of as-fabricated sensor with Nile Red (rectangle), Methyl Red (circle) and 
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Zn-TPP (triangle); (ii) image of smartphone-based detection; (iii)-(iv) sensor placed on fresh and 

spoiled chicken at room temperature; (b) the sensing results on three groups of chicken samples (S1, 

S2 , S3), with S1 kept under 20 °C and S2 under 5 °C, while S3 under temperature alternating 

between 20 °C and 5 °C. PCA analysis is used to distinguish the sensing results under different 

conditions; (c)-(e) the daily responses of  the sensor on S1, S2 , S3 under 20 °C, 5 °C, and 20 °C / 5 

°C. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) results clearly distinguish the daily response of chicken 

sample under different temperatures; (f) the hourly change of S1 under 20 °C; (g) sensor performance 

on fresh chicken. Chicken samples with the sensor were maintained fresh in the freezer (-5 °C), the 

images were taken every 3 days for 2 weeks. Through PCA analysis, refrigerated chicken provided 

results that fell into same class, which corresponds to the fact that the chicken is unspoiled and good 

for consumption. 

 

 

cataloged in a central database or made available in the cloud. Once a rich data set is 

generated, one could use that to estimate the remaining shelf life of the given meat based on 

the current colorimetric readout and comparison to the standard chart for archived over many 

users for a given meat. Such an estimate of the end of life indication will be more useful and 

accurate compared to the arbitrary "best used by" date marker provided with the packaged 

food today. By using paper and plastic tape as a substrate, barcode sensor also possesses the 

merits of being low-cost for use with both common and expensive foods. Smartphone-based 

readout empowers the consumers with ease of use directly at home or at the grocer without 

the need for expensive sensor hardware.  

5.6 Summary 

    In this work, a food diagnostic platform using low cost sensors with smart phone readout 

was presented. The barcode of the product is repurposed using optical dyes to serve as an 

optical sensor for monitoring gases emanating from the food inside the package environment 

as an indirect indicator of its condition. The barcode sensor strips were fabricated by 

functionalizing different cross-reactive pH and VOCs sensitive dyes encapsulated-resin 

microbeads onto filter paper. For demonstration, chicken meat spoilage was simulated by 
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varying its temperature and monitored using the proposed barcode sensor. Continuous 

monitoring of food freshness is realized by using a smart phone to acquire images that are 

then quantified for color change as a quantitative measure.  

        The sensor has the advantages of biodegradable, disposable and extremely low-cost with 

minimal infrastructure overhead. As a continuation of this work, this sensor platform can be 

used for sensing other categories of food, including poultry, seafood and fruits. The choices 

of the optical dyes can be expanded and the results more rigorously analyzed for different 

food types to achieve objective metrics for food freshness and spoilage.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Paper based optoelectronic sensor for sensing 

volatile gases  

 

        In this chapter, a paper-based optoelectronic sensor is presented for sensing a number of 

volatile gases in air environment. Compared to sensors discussed earlier, the optoelectronic 

sensor consists of a combination of chemiresistive and optical sensor arrays. The 

chemiresistive sensors are based on nanomaterials and the optical sensor arrays are based on 

chemoresponsive dyes as discussed in prior chapters.  The sensor is designed, fabricated and 

tested under air environment with different volatile gases and its mixtures of varying 

concentrations. The detected electrical and optical responses together form a unique signature 

for each gas or its mixtures, which effectively enhances the discriminative power of the 

sensing platform for a richer set of gas analytes. This optoelectronic sensor is easily 

fabricated with a “Paint-on-paper” technique, with flexibility in tuning the size of the sensor 

and the number of sensing elements. Machine learning method is applied to clearly classify 

the sensor responses to different analytes and its mixtures. 

 

 

Objective: The hypothesis of this work is to show that a combination of optical sensing 

and chemiresistive sensing can increase the range of gases to be detected while enhancing 

the accuracy of detection. 
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6.1 Motivation 

        Air quality monitoring plays a crucial role in environment monitoring. Various gas 

sensing techniques have been applied for air quality monitoring, including optical technique 

(e.g. absorption spectroscopy) [183], electrical technique (electronic nose)[104], gas 

chromatography (GC) [114] and acoustic technique [115]. With the increasing need of 

enabling common population to perform air quality monitoring in daily life, it is important to 

develop a new type of gas sensors, which have the merits of easy fabrication, simple 

operation, cost effective and environmental friendly. These sensors aim to be used by 

untrained personnel to run a fast test and get an immediate response. Most of the currently 

available gas sensing techniques, however accurate, requires additional equipment, either 

bulky or costly, to perform the measurement, and expertise is required to handle the sensor. 

To overcome this inconvenience, tremendous efforts are spent on improving the sensing 

principle and structure of gas sensors. For sensor fabrication, a variety of materials, such as 

plastic, polymer and paper, are employed as a substitute of traditional sensor substrates 

[184][20], among which paper substrate has caught a lot of attention due to its ubiquity, 

cheapness and eco-friendliness [153]. 

        So far, paper based sensors have been applied in a number of applications, including 

biomedical diagnostics (e.g. glucose sensing, blood testing) [185][186], chemical sensing 

(e.g. metal ion detection) [187], and mechanical sensing (e.g. strain sensor) [188]. Moreover, 

the hydrophilic nature of paper allows the functionalization of a variety of materials onto 

paper substrate, including conductive inks, which paves the way for building electrical 

element on paper [189]. So far, single sensing element based chemiresistive sensors have 

been built on paper substrate for gas sensing [190]. One successful example of paper based 
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gas chemiresistor is realized by using carbon nanotube (CNT) pencil to directly draw CNT 

on the interdigitated gold electrodes pre-deposited on the paper substrate [191]. This sensor 

has been successfully used for ammonia sensing.  

        In this work, we have functionalized paper substrate with a variety of chemoresponsive 

dyes and conductive nanomaterials as chemiresistors to form an optoelectronic sensor arrays 

for gas sensing. Several common volatile gases (e.g. methanol, ammonia, toluene), as well as 

the mixture of different gases, have been tested with this paper-based optoelectronic sensing 

platform. For each gas, the collective responses from the optical and electrical sensing 

elements together form a unique signature to enhance the discriminative power of the sensor.  

Machine learning method have been applied to classify the responses to different gas 

analytes with great accuracy. 

 

6.2 Sensor fabrication and experimental set up 

6.2.1 Sensor fabrication 

        The fabrication of paper-based optoelectronic sensor arrays is realized through a “pen-

on-paper” technique. The details are described as follows:  

(a) Preparation of sensing elements: six chemoresponsive dyes, namely  Reichardt’s dye, 

bromocresol purple, methyl red, bromothylmol blue, brilliant yellow, Manganese 

tetraphenylporphorin (Mn-TPP), 25 mg of each, are dissolved in ethanol respectively. 

These mixtures are span on the centrifuge to form six uniform dye inks. CNT, 

PEDOT:PSS, ionic liquid solution are used as received. An 8B pencil is served as the 

source of graphite (Figure 6.1 (d)); 
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(b) Patterning of paper substrate: the paper selected is Whatman Chromatography paper. 

The sensor layout is pre-designed in Solidworks and then transferred onto paper 

substrate through wax printing. The wax printed paper is placed on a hot plate at 85 

C to allow uniform penetration of wax through the whole thickness of paper substrate 

(Figure 6.1 (a)); 

(c) Functionalization of patterned paper substrate: the as-prepared sensing elements are 

painted onto the designated areas using cotton swab or by refillable pen. The 

electrical contacts are made by painting conductive silver ink onto the contact areas 

(Figure 6.1 (a)). The image of as-fabricated sensor is shown in Figure 6.1 (b); 

(d) Encapsulation of as-fabricated sensor: the as-funcationalized sensor is encapsulated 

in a sealed acrylic chamber to allow simultaneously performing electrical and optical 

measurement. The acrylic chambers has inlet and outlet which allows the gas to flow 

through the chamber. 

 

Figure 6.1: Fabrication of paper based optoelectronic sensors: (a) Patterning and functionalization; (b) 

image of as-fabricated sensor; (c) Sensor encapsulated in a sealed chamber with inlet and outlet; (d) 

list of all sensing elements. 
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6.2.2 Experimental set up 

        Figure 6.2 shows the schematic of test set up. The targeted gas analytes, including 

methanol, ammonia, toluene, acetone and ethanol, are prepared through bubbling air into 

each liquid analyte using a bubbler (4mL). A gas mixing system is created using two acrylic 

gas flow meters to control the flow rates of the targeted gas (0.1-1 SCFH) and air (1-10 

SCFH) respectively.  The targeted gas and air of different flow rates are mixed to obtain 

different analyte concentration (7.5%, 15%, 50%). The gas mixture is then passing through 

the sensing chamber shown in Figure 6.1 (c).  To measure the sensor responses at each gas 

concentration, the targeted gas is flowing through the chamber continuously for 20 min to get 

a stable response. For recovery between two measurements, 100% air is flown through the 

chamber for 30 min.  

In the experiment, the optical responses are collected through taking the images of optical 

sensor arrays using a USB microscope camera. The camera is fixed above the sensing 

chamber and maintains a relatively uniform illumination for all the images. The electrical 

responses can be obtained by Labview controlled DAQ card. For characterization purpose, 

the conductance of each chemiresistor in the electrical sensor arrays is measured by digital 

multimeter. To obtain quantitative values of optical signals, the R, G, B channel intensities of 

each chemoresponsive dye are extracted from the images of optical sensor arrays.  Each 

obtained R, G, B intensity value is the average of a region in each color bar in the image.  

The electrical responses are presented by the amount of conductance change (%)of each 

chemiresistor. The optical and electrical responses together form a complete set of sensor 

responses to each gas analyte. 
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Figure 6.2: Experiment set up. 

 

 

6.3 Gas sensing experiments and results 

        The sensor is tested in a sealed chamber with an inlet and outlet, as shown in Figure 6.1 

(c).  The targeted gas species include methanol, ammonia, toluene, acetone and ethanol, as 

well as the mixture of them. These targeted gases are mixed with air at different percentage 

and passed through the sealed chamber through the inlet. The sensor responses are recorded 

by measuring the conductance change of electrical elements and taking the images of optical 

elements.  
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Figure 6.3: Optical responses of paper-based sensor platform to 5 different gas analytes, namely  

methanol, ammonia, toluene, ethanol and acetone, at 3 different concentrations . 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Electrical responses of paper-based sensor platform to 5 different gas analytes, namely  

methanol, ammonia, toluene, ethanol and acetone, at 3 different concentrations.  
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6.3.1 Sensing volatile gases 

        The optoelectronic sensor platform is used to monitor five volatile gases, namely 

methanol, ammonia, toluene, acetone and ethanol. The sensor is exposed to the targeted gas 

at three different concentrations (50%, 15%, 7.5%). The concentration of each targeted gas is 

tuned by varying the flow rate ratio between air and targeted gas.   In Figure 6.3, the sensors’ 

optical responses to different targeted gases are visualized. It is observed that the color 

change of these optical sensor arrays varied with different gases, resulting in different color 

patterns. This is because the selected chemo-responsive dyes have varying sensitivity 

towards different gases. Based on this property, a unique color pattern is formed for each gas, 

which acts as the optical signature for the specific gas. For each gas analyte, a gradual color 

change of optical dyes is observed from low concentration to high concentration, indicating 

the capability of optical sensor arrays in distinguishing gas of different concentrations. 

        In Figure 6.4, the responses of electrical sensor arrays to targeted gases of different 

concentrations (methanol, ammonia, toluene, acetone and ethanol) are summarized. It is 

found that the electrical sensor arrays have different sensitivities towards different gases. For 

example, these electrical sensors are highly sensitive to ammonia, while having low 

sensitivity to toluene; the sensor’s responses to acetone reflect the varying sensitivity of the 

selected sensing elements towards the same gas analyte. Compared with optical responses, it 

is more difficult to distinguish targeted gases using electrical sensor arrays alone due to the 

similarity in the resulting response pattern. Therefore, by combining the optical responses 

and electrical responses, a more comprehensive response signature can be acquired to 

differentiate between different gases. 
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Figure 6.5: Optical and electrical responses of paper-based sensor platform to 2 different gas 

mixtures, namely MNE (methanol, ammonia, ethanol) and MAT (methanol, acetone, toluene); (a) 

color images of optical sensor arrays to MNE and MAT at 3 different concentrations; (b) electrical 

responses of electrical sensor arrays to MNE; (c) ) electrical responses of electrical sensor arrays to 

MAT. 
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6.3.2 Sensing of gas mixtures 

        The optoelectronic sensor arrays have exhibited good performance in sensing and 

distinguishing the selected gases. To demonstrate the sensor’s capability in sensing complex 

gas analytes, two gas mixtures, MAT (methanol, acetone and toluene) and MNE (methanol, 

ammonia and ethanol) are prepared for testing. Similarly, these two gas mixtures are flown 

through the gas chamber with varying concentrations. The optical and electrical responses of 

these sensor arrays are recorded, as shown in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.6 summarizes the sensor 

responses to all the targeted gases and two gas mixtures. Each column represents the 

response pattern to a specific gas analyte. By combining the optical and electrical responses, 

a more discriminative signature is obtained for each gas. For instance, the optical responses 

of ethanol and MAT are highly similar, but the electrical responses clearly show the 

difference; for acetone and MAT, the electrical responses are almost identical while the 

optical responses are different. Similar observation can be found when comparing the sensor 

responses to toluene and MAT. All these observations demonstrate an enhancement in 

sensor’s discriminative capability towards different gas analytes, compared with the situation 

of using electrical sensors or optical sensors alone. 
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Figure 6.6: the overall responses of optoelectronic sensor arrays towards different gases and gas 

mixtures. The gray scale represents the absolute amount of change of each sensing element in 

percentage form (%). BP=bromocresol purple, MR=methyl red, BB=bromothymol blue, BY=brilliant 

yellow, Mn-TPP= Manganese tetraphenylporphorin. 

 

6.3.3 Classification of sensor responses 

        Support vector machine (SVM) classifier with linear Kernel function is used to classify 

the sensor responses to seven different gases and mixtures. As shown in Figure 6.6, one 

complete set of sensor responses in one measurement is comprised of the R, G, B channel 

intensities of all optical dyes and the electrical responses (conductance change in %), totally 

22 parameters.  

To perform SVM classification, eight measurements for each class of gas are selected and 

trained by SVM classifier. The obtained model for each class is used to test the untrained 

responses (9 points). Classification is performed on three categories of data: combination of 

optical and electrical responses, only optical responses and only electrical responses. The 
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classification results for three categories of data are shown in Table 6.1. It is found that even 

though the electrical sensor arrays are responding to all gas analytes with different 

sensitivities, electrical responses alone are not sufficient to distinguish different gases, given 

the significant number of mismatch points and much higher error rate. Optical sensor arrays 

alone performed much better than electrical sensors in gas discrimination, with significant 

lower number of mismatch points and error rate. By combining both optical and electrical 

responses, higher possibility of error free classification is observed, which shows the 

improvement of sensor’s discriminative power. 

 

Table 6.1: Support vector machine (SVM) classification of sensor responses. There are three 

categories of classification: classification based on the combination of optical and electrical responses 

(O+E);  classification of optical responses only; classification of electrical responses only. 

 

 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

        In this work, a paper-based optoelectronic sensor platform with optical and electrical 

sensor arrays are presented for sensing a number of volatile gases and its mixtures. This 

sensor platform can simultaneously generate optical and electrical responses when exposed 

to gas analytes. The collective responses from optical and electrical sensor arrays form a 

unique signature for each gas analyte. The proposed optoelectronic sensor platform profits 

from the gas sensitive nature of chemo-responsive dyes and conductive nanomaterials. By 
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incorporating different categories of sensing materials, selective sensing of each selected gas 

is achieved. The sensor is built on paper substrate, which effectively simplifies the 

fabrication process and reduces the fabrication cost. The application of this gas sensor is not 

limited to the selected gases described here, but can also be extended to many other volatile 

organic compounds.  

        For future improvement, the choices of optical dyes and conductive sensing materials 

can be expanded to extend its application to other gases. The stability of some electrical 

sensing elements, such as ionic liquid, needs to be improved to achieve better accuracy in the 

measurement.  Better image processing technique and color analyzing models are needed to 

enhance the sensitivity of optical read-out.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Colorimetric sensing with dye encapsulated 

microbeads 

 

        In the previous chapters, we have discussed the applications of chemo-responsive dyes 

for colorimetric sensing of dissolved and gaseous analytes. In some of these applications, the 

chemoresponsive dyes are encapsulated into the ion exchange silica microbeads before being 

functionalized onto the substrates. The ion exchange silica microbeads are connected to 

chemoresponsive dyes through ionic bonding. These beads serve as a micro size hydrophobic 

container for chemoresponsive dyes and effectively prevent dye leakage. In addition, the 

encapsulation of chemoresponsive dyes into ion-exchange beads has made it easier to 

transfer the dyes from one substrate to another without significant loss. Based on these 

merits, it is very promising to apply these dye contained silica microbeads in a variety of 

applications. In this chapter, we will briefly discuss some work of using these dye contained 

silica microbeads in a health-care related application. 

7.1 Motivation  

        With increasing market demand of chemical sensors in various applications, such as 

medical diagnostics and environmental monitoring, there are more requirements on the 

Objective: The objective of this work is to show the integration of dye-contained 

microbeads into different sensing platform (PDMS, hydrogel) and its application in 

health-care related fields. 
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stability of sensing elements [1]. The sensor should be built with sensing elements, which are 

robust enough for real time measurement under different environments without significant 

degradation on its performance [192][193]. The sensor response should be reversible so that 

the operator doesn’t need to change the sensing elements after one time use.  

        Many existing sensing technologies have strict restrictions on the sensing conditions and 

have limited its adaptability when suffering any change in the sensing environment [62]. For 

example, most of the metal oxide based electronic noses used for gas sensing have some 

requirement for the sensing environment [62]. A number of parameters, including 

temperature, pressure, humidity level, need to be simultaneously recorded as an important 

reference for the final result [194]. Usually, these environmental parameters are strictly 

controlled to guarantee that the sensing results are reproducible under the same 

environmental conditions. This vulnerability to environmental change has hindered the 

potential application of these sensors in a more complicated environment. Moreover, a lot of 

commercialized health care products, such as urine test strips and pregnancy test strips, are 

for one-time use and have to be disposed immediately upon use. These sensors are 

specifically made for one targeted analyte and its functionality cannot be transferred for other 

applications. 

        Given the sensitivity and convenience of the currently available techniques, there is still 

a need to improve the stability of sensing elements to enhance the sensor’s compatibility in a 

varying sensing environment. In our works, we have employed the dye contained silica 

microbeads as the key sensing elements for different sensor platforms. The proposed sensors 

are used in health care related fields, such as saliva diagnostics and wound monitoring.  
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7.2 Colorimetric sensing beads in health care applications 

        In this section, examples of using dye contained silica microbeads in saliva diagnostics 

and wound healing are discussed. These dye contained silica microbeads are embedded into 

different sensing platform with no degradation of its sensing performance. In one example, 

the dye contained silica microbeads are incorporated with a microfluidic platform to examine 

the flow of aqueous anaylte. Another example describes a hydrogel fiber with dye-contained 

silica microbeads used for wound monitoring.  

7.2.1 Microfluidic colorimetric sensing platform for saliva diagnostics 

        In this work, a microfluidic colorimetric sensing platform is proposed for sensing 

ammonia in aqueous phase at ppm level. Ammonia is an important biomarker in human 

saliva, the concentration of which can quickly reflect the health status of a person. For 

example, when there is Helicobacter pylori infection in stomach, the amount of ammonia 

presented in gastric juice, breath and saliva increases. Comparably, it is easier to examine 

saliva than gastric juice due to the simplicity in sample collection and preparation. Therefore, 

a microfluidic sensing platform is built for the purpose of detecting ammonia concentration 

in saliva. 

       This microfluidic colorimetric sensing platform is comprised of a microfluidic chamber, 

arrays of dye-contained microbeads, and optical spectrometer for signal read-out. As shown 

in Figure 7.1, the microfluidic chamber is made of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), with  

arrays of micro-wells built at the bottom of chamber to hold the dye-contained sensing beads 

(Figure 7.1 (b)). The selected chemoresponsive dye is metalloporphyrins. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, metalloporphyrins contains metal ions and responds to analytes capable of Lewis 

acid/base interation. Ammonia is considered as a Lewis base, which can donate free electron 
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pair in solution. Therefore, metalloporphyrins are deemed as a favorable choice for sensing 

ammonia in aqueous phase. The metalloporphyrins selected here is zinc tetraphenylporphyrin 

(ZnTPP) dye, which is encapsulated in cation ion exchange microbeads. By utilizing 

microbeads, ZnTPP dye can be effectively immobilized within the arrays of micro-wells 

without being washed away by the flow of solutions. The image of the filled micro-we;; 

arrays is shown in Figure 7.1 (c). Different solutions (DI water, ammonia solution, saliva) are 

mixed and flowing through the microfluidic chamber through the control of micropumps 

(Figure 7.1 (a)). The optical responses are generated by illuminating the microfluidic 

chamber with an external LED source and collect the transmitted light transmitted using a 

USB spectrometer.  

  

Figure 7.1:(a)Schematic representation of the optical setup and flow system;(b)arrays of Zn(TPP)-

encapsulated in microbeads embedded in the microfluidic chamber;(c)micrograph of Zn(TPP)-

contained microbeads trapped inside microwells.  
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Figure 7.2: Microfluidic sensing platform for sensing ammonia in deionized water, NaHCO3 

solution, C5H5N solution, NaOH solution, ammonia in saliva.[124] 

 

         In the experiment, the microfluidic colorimetric sensing platform has been tested with 

different analytes, including dissolved ammonia in deionized (DI) water and dissolved 

ammonia in saliva, as well as several other bases (NaHCO3, C5H5N, NaOH) in DI water. 

The sensing results are summarized in Figure 7.2. By comparing the sensor responses to 

different analytes at two wavelengths in visible spectrum, it is observed that the sensor is 

highly responsive to aqueous ammonia compared with other basic solutions (NaHCO3, 
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C5H5N, NaOH), even though those basic solutions are in a much higher concentration. 

Meanwhile, it is also observed that the sensor’s responses to ammonia in saliva exhibit a 

similar trend as that of ammonia in DI water. These results indicate that ZnTPP microbeads 

are more sensitive and selective aqueous ammonia compared with other bases, and this 

sensitivity to ammonia is preserved when it is sensing the ammonia in saliva.  

        There are several advantages of using this microfluidic colorimetric sensing platform for 

diagnostics. First, the microfluidic sensing chamber is completely sealed, eliminating the 

influence from the surrounding environment; second, this sensor platform provide an easy 

way to mix different solutions, allowing creation of complex analyte; moreover, the 

microfluidic sensing platform allows functionalization of more than one type of sensing 

beads; finally, the application of this microfluidic sensing platform is not limited to saliva 

diagnostics and can be further extended to any application that requires a real time 

examination of targeted analyte in aqueous phase.  The choices of chemoresponsive dyes can 

be broadened to fulfill of requirement of sensing different analytes. 

 

7.2.2 Hydrogel colorimetric fiber for epidermal pH monitoring 

        In the previous work, the chemoresponsive dye is impregnated in ion exchange 

microbeads to prevent being washed away by the flow. These dye-contained microbeads can 

also be incorporated into the polymer structure for other application. In this work, hydrogel 

microfibers containing colorimetric microbeads are fabricated for monitoring the pH of skin. 

These hydrogel microfibers are fabricated by microfluidic spinning method to obtain 

different sizes. The selected sensing element is a pH indicator (brilliant yellow) encapsulated 

in anion ion exchange microbeads.  
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        As shown in Figure 7.3, the as-fabricated hydrogel colorimetric fiber are closely aligned 

and immersed in different pH buffer solutions. The color change of these aligned fibers in 

these pH buffer solutions is captured by a smart phone camera [195]. These fibers can be 

made with different diameters and their performances are compared to select the optimal size 

        Figure 7.3 (a) shows the variation in the color of the hydrogel colorimetric fibers at pH 

6 (yellow) and pH 8 (red). For characterization, the hydrogel colorimetric fibers were 

immersed in different pH solutions (pH 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, and 9) at room temperature, and 

photos were taken after 30 min using smart phone camera. To quantify the sensing results, 

RGB (red, green, blue) channel intensities were extracted from the images of fibers at 

different pH. Figure 7.3 (b) shows the RGB channel intensities extracted from 800 um 

microfibers at different pH (ranging from 6.5 to 9). In Figure 7.3 (c), a fitted curve showing 

the relation between R channel intensity and the actual pH is generated as a reference for 

future measurement. The results showed continuous RGB intensity change when transferring 

pH-sensing fibers from one pH solution to another. Figure 7.3 (d) shows the response time of 

fibers with different diameters. By comparison, the 800 μm fiber showed the fastest response 

time. We used the extracted RGB intensities as references to generate a formula relating the 

pH to R channel intensity, which can be used to extract pH value in a real measurement. 
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Figure 7.3. Hydrogel colorimetric fiber arrays for pH sensing. (a) Arrays of aligned hydrogel fibers 

composed of brilliant yellow  microbeads at different pH environments (pH=6 and pH=9); (b) 

Extracted R, G, B information from the image of fiber arrays; (c) Extracted pH formula from the 

RGB signal in (b); (d) Response time of fibers with different diameters. [195] 

 

        In Figure 7.4, the hydrogel colorimetric fibers were attached to a transparent medical 

tape to create a wearable sensor patch. These sensor patches were placed on a piece of 

explanted pig skin sprayed with different pH solutions (pH = 5.2, 6.2, 7.2, and 8.2). The 

photos were taken using a smart phone after 30 min, when the fiber colors were stable. By 

applying the same procedure of image processing and referring to the fitting curve, the 

extracted pH values were 5.69, 6.26, 7.38, and 8.13, which were in accord with the actual pH 

of the pig skin samples (5.2, 6.2, 7.2, and 8.2, respectively) within reasonable error range.  
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Figure 7.4 Hydrogel colorimetric fibers attached to medical tape to form a wound dressing. (a) As-

fabricated wound dressing placed on pig skin to detect the skin pH. Microscope images of hydrogel 

colorimetric fiber are taken at different pH (b) Smart phone based image capturing; (c) The flexibility 

of as-fabricated hydrogel colorimetric fibers. [195] 

 

         From the experiment, it is shown that these hydrogel colorimetric fibers are flexible and 

pH responsive. The use of silica mircobeads for dye encapsulation has successfully prevented 

any dye leakage and allowed the fibers to conformably contact with skin. The fibers can be 

easily assembled the on a transparent medical tape to form a pH-responsive wound dressing. 

Images of the pH-sensing fibers during real-time pH measurement were captured with a 

smart phone camera for on-site readout. Using the same fabrication technique, different types 

of chemoresponsive dyes can be functionalized into the hydrogel matrix to monitor other 

parameters during wound dressing, for instance, oxygen concentration, CO2 concentration, 

etc.  
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7.3 Summary 

        In this chapter, we discussed two representative works of using colorimetric sensing 

beads as the basic sensing elements to build different sensing platform for health care related 

applications. A microfluidic sensing platform made of PDMS is presented for detecting 

ammonia concentration in saliva, which has shown high sensitivity (ppm) and good 

selectivity (among other bases). This sensing platform is adaptable to varying sensing 

condition and is applicable to detect many other analyte in aqueous phase. The hydrogel 

colorimetric fiber incorporates dye containing silica microbeads and can be used directly on 

the skin to monitor the pH of wound. The size of the fiber can be easily tuned during 

fabrication. For future work, it is very promising to integrate these dye-contained  

microbeads into different polymer matrix to create flexible, sensitive and robust optical 

sensors. For these dye-contained microbeads to funcion, it is important to guarantee the 

direct contact of the analytes and the microbeads during the measurement. Any hydrophilic 

and  gas permeable materials will be the ideal supporting media for these sensing beads. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Conclusions and Future work 

8.1 Conclusions 

        This dissertation discussed several low-cost optoelectronic sensor platforms for gas 

detection in diverse environments. We have explored the device fabrication process and the 

performance of sensors under different situations. The aim is to combine the advantages of 

clean room free fabrication, low-cost substrate material and highly sensitive detection 

capability of optical dyes, to build a cost effective and highly reproducible platform to realize 

gas sensing in diverse environments. One of the commonly used substrates in our work is 

paper, a ubiquitous and inexpensive material. In one work, a paper-based microfluidic 

platform functionalized with an array of chemo-responsive dyes is built for sensing dissolved 

ammonia and carbon dioxide. The hydrophobic patterning of paper substrate is realized by 

applying silicone spray. In another work, a disposable food sensor is made on paper substrate 

with colorimetric microbeads arrays arranged as geometric barcode to monitor the food 

spoilage. The sensor is fabricated through a stamping process, which is quite easy and highly 

reproducible. This barcode sensor is safe to be placed directly on the sample surface without 

the concern of dye leakage into the food. While paper substrate can be easily functionalized 

with various chemo-responsive dyes, it can also hold a variety of conductive nano-materials. 

A paper based optoelectronic platform with optical and electrical sensor arrays for gas 

sensing is proposed, which combines the sensitivity of chemo-responsive dyes and gas 

responsive nanomaterials (e.g. CNT, PEDOT:PSS). By combining the optical and electrical 
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read-outs, a unique cross-reactive response signature can be generated for each gas analyte. 

The enhancement of sensor’s gas discriminative power has been utilized by performing 

support vector machine (SVM) based classification. The results of classification indicates 

that the combination of optical and electrical sensor responses generate a much lower error of 

detection compared to using optical or electrical sensing elements alone.  

        In addition, different sensors using dye-contained colorimetric microbeads as the key-

sensing element are also investigated. We presented an optical fiber based sensor 

functionalized with colorimetric beads for the detection of gastric gas, which can be 

integrated into the endoscope system for simultaneously imaging the inner lining of stomach 

and detecting the gas products. Further more, a microfluidic sensing platform incorporating 

colorimetric beads is presented for detecting different concentrations of ammonia in saliva, 

which has shown high sensitivity (ppm) and good selectivity. In another example, a 

colorimetric beads embedded hydrogel fiber is used directly on the skin to monitor the pH of 

wound. 

        All the works discussed here cover the process of sensor design, fabrication and testing 

and data analysis. All the fabrication techniques described in this dissertation are cost 

effective and highly reproducible. These works lay the foundation of low cost mass produced 

gas sensors for applications in environment, food and health. 
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8.2 Future work 

                Regardless of the existing progress in exploring cost-effective gas sensors, more 

effort is still needed to improve to create a more effective sensing platform. We will briefly 

discuss some aspects of the future works here. 

• The choices of substrate materials for building colorimetric sensor arrays can be 

extended to other low cost materials, for example, thread [196]. Thread naturally 

preserves an one dimensional (1D) structure. The capillary force allows solution to 

flow through the thread without any external driving force. It is easier to deposit 

several sensing elements on one single thread, which can further simplify the 

fabrication process. 

• The choices of chemoresponsive dyes are not limited to those mentioned in this 

dissertation. The functionality of the sensor platform can be easily tuned by changing 

the type of optical dyes. Fluorescent dyes can also be incorporated into the sensor 

platform. These colorimetric sensor platforms can also be applied to detect a variety 

of gas species and their mixtures. 

• Smartphone based optical detection has more advantages in the aspects of portability 

and user comfort level. However, to reduce the variation due to the difference in 

smartphone hardware, it is necessary to calibrate the cameras of different smartphone 

to enhance the accuracy of extracted color information from images taken by smart 

phone. This will require incorporating smart image processing algorithms into the 

platform. 

• The performance of the sensor platform in this dissertation can be improved by 

reducing the variation between as-fabricated sensors and enhancing the signal to 
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noise ratio during measurement. The degree of variation between sensors relies on the 

uniformity of dye solutions. Techniques like sonication and magnetic stirring can be 

used to improve the uniformity of dye solution. Signal to noise ratio can be improved 

by maintaining uniform background illumination and applying better image 

processing algorithm. 

• It is promising to build colorimetric sensor arrays on CMOS as an integrated system 

for gas sensing and direct signal read-out. The integrated system can effectively solve 

the interconnect problem and realize miniaturization of the sensor platform. It will 

also minimize the variations between different sensors and enhance the sensor 

performance. 
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